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Abstract

Belt drives have been serving the industry for a long period. Certain features of

belt drives such as slippage, tension fluctuations, and sliding of the belt on the pulleys

lead to highly nonlinear deformation, large rigid body motion, dynamical contact with

sticking and slipping zones and cyclic tension. The performance of motion control for belt

drives is important in many industrial fields and is affected by these factors. Advanced

control can improve robustness of belt drive and result in a faster dynamic response and

more accuracy. The Purpose of this project is to develop a mathematical model of an

experimental belt drive system through physical modeling and system identification. This

model is then used for the design of an advanced robust discrete-time controller. An

extensive literature review is provided, covering modeling and control of belt drive

system as well as sliding mode control (SMC) theory. Physical modeling is carried out for

an experimental system followed by system identification. Both the physical and the

identified models are used to analyze and investigate the characteristics of the system.

Different control approaches such as discrete-time proportional integral derivative (DPID)

and discrete-time sliding mode control (DSMC) are designed and implemented. The

results are compared and conclusions are drawn from both control approaches.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The sliding mode control (SMC) technique has been serving control engineering for

over half a century since its origin in the former Soviet Union in the 1930s. Its

development has undergone several stages. The SMC has been appl ied to different types

of systems such as linear, nonlinear, discrete-time, stochastic, large-scale and infinite

dimensional systems. It has been applied to numerous industrial problems including

control of electric drives, power systems, robot manipulators, mobile drives, autonomous

underwater vehicles, aircrafts, and space crafts. The essential feature of the SMC

technique is the definition of a switching surface in terms of the state variables and

associated desired closed-loop dynamics. A control law is designed in such a way that the

state trajectories reach the surface in a finite time and remain on it thereafter assuring the

desired dynamics specified by the switching hyperplane. The main advantages of the

SMC are as follows (Perruquetti & Bm'bot, 2002): (I) the system becomes robust to

external perturbations and internal parametric uncertainties, (2) the closed-loop system

dynamics mimic a simplified reduced-order system. and (3) stability.

The primary motivation of this research is to take advantage of the robustness and

the stability of the SMC by applying it to the control of a laboratory-scale belt drive

system. The reason for choosing the belt drive system as the experimental device for this

research is as follows.
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The bel t drives are currently a popular form of material transportation. They have

been used in industry for over 200 years and have played an important role in the

industrial revolution. The f1at belts of leather and cotton ropes running in V-grooves

transmitted power from steam engines or water wheels to various production machineries

through a series of line shafts (Timing, 2009). Nowadays the belt drives are common in

products such as home appliances, pumping equipment, heating, ventilation, and air

conditioning systems. The synchronous belt drives, also called timing belts, are most

commonly used technology in Europe for modern engine overhead camshaft drives

(Abrate, 1992).

Some special features of the belt drive systems have made their modeling and

control challenging. The belt drives have the following advantages compared to chain

drives and gear trains: low price, cleanliness, simple installation, lubrication free, minimal

and infrequent maintenance, ability to absorb sudden shocks or changes in loading,

quietness and smoothness in operation, longevity, wide range of speed ratios, small power

loss, relatively long distances between the drive and driven pulleys, and provision of

visual warning offailure (Cepon & Boltezar, 2009). They also bear several drawbacks: (I)

the belt usually can not be repaired after breaking; (2) sl ippage can occur, in particular,

when the belt is not tensioned properly; (3) belts can be damaged in adverse service

environments such as extreme temperature ranges. high moisture, oily or chemically

filled atmospheres and result in severe slippage' (4) belt drives can demonstrate complex

dynamical behaviours such as rotational and transverse vibrations, tension f1uctuations,

and sliding of the belt over the pulleys (Cepon & Boltezar, 2009); (5) even in a case of a

2
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belt-drive transmitting a constant torque, the translating belt is subject to a cyclic tension

variation (Dufva, Kerkkanen, Maqueda & Shabana, 2007). Such behaviours often lead to

sliding wear, angular velocity los between the drive and the driven pulleys, noisy

operation and fatigue of the bel t. In summary, bel t dri ves possess pecul iar features that

make their dynamics nonlinear and their models highly uncertain (Leamy, 2002). This

makes the control of a belt drive to be challenging.

The early belt drive studies were mainly focused on the belt drive mechanics to serve

the belt drive design and manufacturing. The belt drive dynamic response studies

appeared in 1980s due to a wide application of serpentine belt drives in the automotive

industry. Nowadays, the study of the belt drive mechanics and dynamics have been

merged together to generate a more accurate model for control design.

An alternative to obtaining a mathematical model of the belt drive system is the

system identification method. In this method, a model is experimentally generated that

does not relate directly to the detailed composition of the system. This model is generated

by analyzing the responses of the system to certain input signals such as step signals,

sinusoidal signals, and PRBS signals. In comparison to system identification, physical

modeling is often unpredictable, costly, time consuming and often less accurate. System

identification is fast, predictable, universal and can be very accurate (Habibi, 2009).

1.2 Objective of This Research

A motivation of this research is to use system identification techniques to investigate

the linearity of belt drive systems and if possible to obtain a mathematical model of the

3
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belt drive system for control designs. A further objective of this research is to determine

the stability and the benefits of applying sliding mode control to belt drive systems. As

such, a mathematical model of the belt drive system is physically derived and compared

to an identified model obtained by using the system identification technique. A discrete

time sliding mode control (DSMC) and a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller

are then designed using the identified model. The performance of the two controllers is

then compared.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows. A general classification of belt drive systems is

provided and a laboratory-scale experimental set-up is introduced and modeled in Chapter

2. The physical model provides the a-priori information needed for the system

identification. In Chapter 3, a parametric model of the belt drive system is obtained

through system identification. An extensive literature review on sliding mode control is

provided in Chapter 4. Control of the experimental belt drive system using the DSMC and

the PID methods is presented in Chapter 5. A state observer and a Kalman filter are

designed for the DSMC, based on the identified model. These controllers are

implemented and tested on the system without and with added modeling uncertainties.

Conclusions on the performance of the controllers are provided in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2 Belt Drive Systems and Their Modeling

2.1 Belt Classification

There are a wide variety of belts classified according to their constructions. These

include:

• Flat belt: it has been widely used in factories to drive machines in the past. Now

flat belts are mainly employed in low power and high speed transmissions and belt

conveying. The flat belt was generally made of leather. Nowadays it is mainly

made of elastomer. An example of a flat belt drive is shown in Figure I (Flat Belts,

2009).

Figure 1 Flat Transmission Belt

• Round belt: it has a circular cross section and runs in pulleys with a circular

groove. Round belts are supplied in various lengths or cut and jointed by stapling,

gluing or welding. Round belts are used in low torque applications. An example is

5
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shown in Figure 2 (Round Belt, 2009).

Figure 2 Round Transmission Belt

• Vee belt: it has a cross-section shaped like a trapezoid, and is also called the V

belt or the wedge-rope. The application of the Vee belt solved the slippage and the

alignment problems, and is now commonly used for power transmission. It

provides the best combination of traction, speed of movement, load bearing and

long service life. An example of a Vee belt is shown in Figure 3 (Belt Drive,

2009).

Figure 3 A Pair of Vee Belts

• Film belt: it is a new ultrasonically welded belt of film. A film belt provides

uniformly high strength for instrumentation and light power transmission

applications. It has excellent chemical resistance, so that it is applicable in areas

6
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with contaminated solvents, acids, and oils. It is highly flexible and has length

stability, making it ideal for disc memory drives, turntables, and miniature

precision drives (Film Belts, 2009). Some film belts are shown in Figure 4 (Film

Belts, 2009).

Figure 4 Samples of Film Belts

• Timing belt: it is a flat belt with integral teeth, used for high power transmission,

especially in situations that require specific drive ratios. With proper tension, the

timing belt provides a no-slip operation. A timing belt is shown in Figure 5 (Belt

Mechanical, 2009).

Figure 5 A Timing Belt

• Wire Belt: It is normally made of stainless steel. Wire belts usually have

exceptional thermal and chemical resistances and allow lateral and longitudinal

7
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flow of air or liquid. They are ideal for applications involving coating, drying,

cooling, heating, washing, flushing and draining in food processing, bakery,

ceramic and glass industry (Belt and Chain Drives, 2009). A wire belt conveyor is

shown in Figure 6 (Belt and Chain Drives, 2009).

Figure 6 A Wire Belt Conveyor

2.2 Modeling of the Belt Drive System

Extensive research has been done on the modeling of belt drives over the past few

decades. According to Leamy & Wasfy (2002), belt drive research can be categorized

into belt-8five mechanics studies EI~@Ghtel, Vohra, Jacob & barl-son, 2000) and dynamic..

response studies (Leamy & Perkins 1998).

Representative papers of belt drive mechanics have been reviewed LIp to 1992 in

(Abrate, 1992). These studies cover the topics: (1) fractional mechanics of the belt drives

under steady operating conditions (Fawcett, 1981), (2) the classical creep theory of belt

drive operation (Leamy & Wasfy, 2002a), (3) the mechanics of the belt drive with belt

shear effects, seating/unseating effects and radial compliance effects (Firbank, 1970), (4)

derivation of the power loss expression and the efficiency limit of a belt drive assuming

8
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the validity of the classical creep theory (Bechtel, Vohra, Jacob & Carlson, 2000).

Dynamic Response studies of the belt drives initiated in the 1990s due to the wide

application of automotive serpentine belt drives to crankshaft excitation. These studies

have concentrated on the rotational response of the pulleys ancllor the transverse response

of the axially moving belt with the simplified linear stretching and viscous damping

models of the belt-pulley contacts. Barker, Oliver and Brieg (1991) studied the belt drive

tensions resulting from engine acceleration. Hwang, Perkins Ulsoy and Mechstroth

(1994) studied the periodic response of the serpentine belt drive systems. Beikmann,

Perkins and Ulsoy (1996) studied the coupled rotational and transverse response of a

prototypical serpentine belt drive system. Leamy and Perkins (1998) studied the periodic

response of serpentine belt drives to harmonic excitation from the crankshaft. Kraver, Fan

and Shah (1994) studied the effects of damping on the rotational response of a multiple

pulleylflat belt systems.

Two groups of studies on the belt drive mechanics and the belt drive dynamics have

little connection to each other due to: (I) the omission of dynamic excitation in the belt

drive mechanics studies and (2) the lack of the true fractional belt pulley modeling in the

serpentine drive dynamic response studies (Leamy & Wasfy, 2002). Some efforts have

been made to bridge the gap by studying simplified dynamic models for small and large

rotational speeds. Leamy, Barber and Perkins (1998) investigated the dynamic response

of a belt drive subject to a train of harmonic tension waves by using a simplified model

for the belt pulley contact. Leamy and Wasfy (2002) developed a dynamic finite element

model to determine the transient and steady state response of a prototypical belt drive

9
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system. In the dynamic finite element modeling, the belt is modeled using truss elements,

the pulleys are modeled as rotating circular constraints and the fractional contact between

the pulleys and the belt is modeled using a penalty function together with a Coulomb-like

tri-linear creep-rate dependent friction law. Kerkkanen, Vallejo and Mikkola (2006) used

an approximate Coulomb friction law to model the belt-pulley contact forces. This

approximation avoided the numerical problems caused by the discontinuity of the

Coulomb's friction law and removed the need for different sets of equations to model the

sticking contacts. Stewart and Trinkle (1996) introduced a time stepping method to

address unilateral contact problems. This method was applied by Jean (1999) to model

contacts between deformable bodies, and has been widely employed in recent years

(Heemels, Camhbel & Schumacher, 2000; Chakraborty, Berard, Akella & Trinkle, 2009).

This research is focused on physical modeling, system identification, and control of

an experimental two-pulley laboratory-scale belt drive system. This system consists of an

AC drive, a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM), a two-pulley belt drive and

two digital encoders as shown in Figure 7.

10
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Computer

Drive

Pulley

AC Drive

(SIMODRIVE611)

Encoder B

Figure 7 Structure of a Belt Drive System

The belt drive consists of a Vee belt and two equal-radius pulleys. The Vee belt is

pre-tensioned by adjusting the centerline-distance between the drive and the driven

pulleys. The drive pulley is rigidly coupled to the output shaft of the PMSM, and grips the

belt through a dry frictional interface. A similar interfacing happens between the belt and

the driven pulley. The driven pulley is made of stainless steel which is treated as the load

of the system.

The belt drive system is mathematically modeled to provide the a priori information

needed for system identification. The AC drive, the electric motor, and the belt drive are

modeled separately, then jointed together to form an overall white-box model. Later in

Section 3, a black-box model of the belt drive system is obtained by using system

identification.

The drive pulley, powered by the PMSM grips the belt through static friction to

move the load. Since the belt drive system operates in one direction only, modeling of

backlash is not considered in this research. The AC drive and the PMSM are modeled as

11
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an electrical sub-system as described later in Section 2.2.1. The belt drive is modeled as a

mechanical sub-system with a torque input and a velocity output as described later in

Section 2.2.2. All modeled subsystems are combined to obtain an overall system transfer

function model in Section 2.2.3.

2.2.1l\!lodeling of the Electrical Subsystem

A synchronous motor operates at a constant speed uniquely related to the AC supply

frequency. A Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM) consists of a stator

containing three phase \-vindings, ether in wye or delta form, ancI a rotor including a

permanent magnet. The AC motor considered in this research has a wye winding

configuration. The PMSMs are widely used in industry, particularly at low power range

up to 100 kW.

A three-phase motor stator can be represented by an equivalent two-phase

representation with d and q corresponding to the direct and quadrature axes (Bose, 200 I)

as shown in Figure 8.

12
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.8 -.,.

Figure 8 Three-Phase Balanced Stator Windings and Two-Phase Equivalent

The variables of the three-phase windings in the stationary frame a-b-c can be

transformed into the variables in the two-phase rotatory frame d-q by:

[
va] [ cos(w,[) sin(w,t) I][V"]
Vb = cos(wJ -1200

) sin(wJ -120") 1 Vel

V,. cos(w,t + 1200
) sin(cv/ + 120") 1 V"

(2.1)

where v"' VI,' and v,. are the phase voltages in the stator windings, and Vii' V" are the

voltages in the d-q frame and v" is the zero sequence I component required to yield a

I The zero sequence is a set of components with equal magnitudes and no angular
displacement between the phases. The zero sequence components are always balanced
(Fehr, 20 I0), so it produces no net flux linkage to rotor permanent magnet, and it mayor
may not be present.

13
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unique transformation of the three stator phase quantities; OJ, is the inverter frequency.

Inversely, the phase variables in d-q frame can be resol ved from Equation (2.1) by:

[

V''] ? rCOS(OJJ) cos(OJ/ -120° ) cos(OJ[ + 120" )1[vo ]

v" =~ sin(OJ,t) sin (OJ/ -120°) sin (OJ,t + 120") vh

v" 0.5 0.5 0.5 ve

(2.2)

The permanent magnets used in the PMSM are of high resistivity, the current

induced in the rotor is negl igible. It is assumed that: there is no inductance leakage in the

rotor; the permeability of the magnetic material is considered unity; the air gap

inductances in the direct axis and the quadrature axis are the same; the magnetic flux

saturation is negligible; the induced electromagnetic force (EMF) is sinusoidal; there are

no field current dynamics; and there is no cage on the rotor. A d-q equivalent circuit of

the PMSM (Shahat & Shewy, 2010) is shown in Figure 9.

i L
"R "
~rv-v-"\

+

Figure 9 Equivalent d-q Circuits of a PMSM Stator

Application of the Kirchhoffs voltage law to the stator d-q frame gives:

R' dAI 1Ii = I +__1 -OJ/(,
" d dt 'lj

(2.3)

14
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dA
R ' 'I 1

V" = I" + - + OJ,./l,cf
dt

A = L iq lJ if

McMaster university - Mechanical Engineering

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

where icf , i" are stator currents; Lcf , L'I are stator inductances; Acf , AI{ are stator nux

Iinkages in the d and q axes; R is the stator resistance; AI is the flux Iinkage due to the

rotor permanent magnet (PM) linking the stator. The electric torque generated on the

PMSM is given by (Pillay & Krishna, 1989):

(2.7)

where P denotes the number of the pole pairs of the PM on the rotor. The mechanical

dynamics of the PMSM drive system is given as:

dm
T =T +BOJ +J_r

e L r dt (2.8)

whereTL is the load torque, B is the damping coefficient, OJr is the rotor angular velocity

related to the inverter frequency by OJr = OJ,. I P , and J is the rotor moment of inertia. The

Mathematical model of the PMSM can be summarized in state space representation as:

POJrL" I Lcf

-RI L"

1.5PAcfIJ

(2.9)

Taking account of Equations (2.5) and (2.6). Equation (2.9) contains the products of the

states such as (uricf , OJ)" and i)". The mathematical model of the PMSM is a multi variable,
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nonlinear, strongly coupled system. Its speed and electromagnetic torque are difficult to

be controlled by external signal.

One effective control strategy is the vector control (Bose, 200 I). The vector control

algorithm was invented in the 19705, in which an induction motor can be controlled like a

separately excited DC motor. The vector control is also known as decoupling control,

orthogonal control, transvector control or field oriented control because of its DC

machine-like performance. With the vector control, the state icl can be governed by a

current controller to satisfy the condition icl =0 so that the PMSM model is decoupled and

simpl ified. The schematic diagram of the vector controlled PMSM (Zambada, 20 I0) is

shown in Figure 10.

3- Phaese

Bridge

Position/

Velocity

lVleasurement

Figure 10 Block Diagram of Vector Control
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In Figure 10, m; is the desired angular velocity of the rotor; i;; and <; IS the desired

current of the direct axis and the quadrature axis, respectively; La' ip , Va and vp are

currents and voltages in the Clarke transform. There are two control loops, three PI

controllers, four transforms and one Space Vector Modulation (SVM) in the vector

control process. The outer loop consists of the velocity control. The inner loop consists of

the current vector control. The Clarke transform uses three-phase currents La' ib and ic to

calculate currents in the fixed two-phase orthogonal axis ia and Lp ' These currents are

transformed to currents id and Lq in the rotary two-phase orthogonal axis (Zambada, 20 I0;

Texas Instruments, 1997; Texas Instruments, 1998). The Clarke and Park transforms are

shown in shown in Figure I I. The Clarke and Park transforms and their inversions are

presented mathematically in Table I. The SVM is to generate pulse-width modulation

signals for 3-pahse motor voltage signals.

b

d

"-"4====--..;I.--. a, a

Figure I I Clarke and Park Transforms
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Table I Clarke and Park Transforms and Their Inversions

la = l"

. I (' ?)
Clarke lp = 13 l" + _lh

i" + i" + ie = 0

l" = la

. I. 13.
Inverse Clarke l =--l +-l

" 2 a 2 p

I . 13.
l =--1 --l, 2 a 2 p

it! = ia cos(e)+ ip sin(e)

Park
(, = -ia sin(e)+ ip cos(e)

Inverse Park ia = iel cos(e)- i" sin(e)

ip = iel sin(e)+ i" cos(e)

With the vector control, the cun-ent in the direct ax is is governed:

i =0
"

(2.10)

The stator flux linkage in d-axis of Equation (2.5) becomes:

(2.1 I)

The developed electromagnetic torque of Equation (2.7) then simplifies to:

(2.12)

The resulting mathematical model of the PMSM of Equation (2.9) is subsequently

simplified to:
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(2.13)

The equivalent schematic diagram of the speed loop is determined from Equations

(2.8) and (2.13) as shown in Figure 12, where VI' is the input voltage signal, K{V is the gain

constant, Kp and K j are the proportional and the integral gains, respectively.

T.,(s) r---...,

B+Js

W(S)

Figure 12 Equivalent Schematic Diagram of the P iSM Speed Loop

The model of the vector controlled PMSM can be obtained as:

W)s) _ I.SK{vPAj(Kps+ KJ
Vp(s) - Js"+(B+I.SKpPAJ)S+I.SKjPAj

2.2.2 lVIodeling of the Belt Drive

(2.14)

As stated earlier, the belt drive used in this research consists of a Vee belt and two

equal-radius pulleys. The input to the belt drive is the velocity and torque of the drive

pulley and the output is the velocity and torque of the driven pulley. The modeling

objective is to derive the relationship between the input and the output of the belt drive.

A linear coordinate system, following the moving direction of the belt, can be

constructed which decomposes the belt into t'vvo spans and two friction interfaces as
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shown in Figure 13.

McMaster university - Mechanical Engineering

Drive

Friction 

Interface

Drive Pullev

Slack Span

Tight Spall

Direction of Rotation

Driven

.. Friction

Interface

Driven Pulley

Figure 13 Sketch of a Two-Pulley Belt Drive Structure

The belt is assumed linearly elastic and extensible. The tension of the belt alternates

periodically from the lowest value at the slack span to the highest value at the tight span

during each cycle of operation. Sliding of the belt on the pulleys exists occurs along the

drive and the driven friction interfaces. For a section of the belt on the pulley, occurrence

of slip depends on the difference between the resultant force in the tangential direction

and the kinetic friction force as discussed later in this section. There must be one point

where the resultant force in the tangential direction equals to the kinetic friction force.

This point divides the frictional interface into a slip zone and a non-slip zone. The overall

belt is divided into two slip zones, two non-slip zones and two free spans as shown in

Figure 14. To model the output velocity and the torque of the belt drive, the tension and

the velocity of the belt in different zones need to be determined as follows.
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Driven Pulley

c =2l + Jrr Non - Slip ?One 2

Slack Span

Tight Span
..

Drive Pulley

Slip Zone I c =l + 1lr

.-.-....~~--------..,~ ........

Non - Slip Zone I c = I c =0 Slip Zone 2

Figure 14 Different Zones and Spans of the Two-Pulley Belt Drive

The pulley radius r , the transmitted torque TL ' the c1ri ving pulley angular veloci ty OJr '

the initial belt tension Fillil , the belt elastic modulus ke , and the coefficient of friction

Ii between the belt and the pulleys are assumed to be known. The ullknowns to be

determined are the angular velocity of the driven pulley OJ2 , the angles /3, and /32 over

which the belt is slipping on the drive and driven pulleys, the belt tension F(c), the

velocity v(c) at all locations along the belt, and the normal and tangential forces per

length n(c) and f(c). The letter c denotes the linear coordinate of the belt.

Modeling of the Belt in the Free Spans

The free spans consist of the tight span (0 ~ c ~ t) and the slack

span (t + 1lr ~ C ~ 2l +1lr) where I is the center-distance of the dri ve and the driven

pulleys. It is assumed that the weight of the belt in free spans is negligible compared to
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the belt tension. The free body diagram of a section of the belt in a free span is shown in

Figure 15 (Bechtel, Vohra, Jacob & Carlson, 2000).

F(c)

----_.......,
v(c)

F(c)+dF(c)
--+

v(c)+dv(c)

Figure 15 Free Body Diagram of a Section of Belt in a Free Span

Application of the I ewton's Second Law to a section of the belt gives the governing

equation as:

(F(c)+ dF(c ))- F(c) =Q(v(c)+ dv(c ))- Qv(c)

The above equation can be simplified as:

dF(c) =Qdv(c) (2.15)

where Q = pA(c )v(c) is the mass flow rate, p is the mass per volume and A(c) is the

cross-sectional area of the belt. Integrating Equation (2.15) gives:

F(c) = Qv(c)+ Co (2.16)

where Co is the constant of integration corresponding to initial conditions.

For a linear elastic belt, the tension at pointcon the belt linearly depends only on the

strain of the belt at that point (Bechtel, Vohra, Jacob & Carlson, 2000). So that a model

which relates the stretch to the tension and the velocity is obtained as:

(2.17)

(2.18)
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where vr4 is the velocity of the belt in the reference state2
, ke is the elastic modulus and

E is the strain of the belt at point c which is determined as:

(2.19)

where d/(c) denotes the length of an infinitesimal section of the belt at location c and

dlref denotes the length of the section at the reference state. Combing Equations (2.17)

and (2.18) gives:

k
F(c) =_e v(c)-kevref

(2.20)

Comparing Equations (2.16) and (2.20), for the coefficient of v(c) the

condition Q =~ should hold. This condition can not be realized since the mass flow
vreJ

rate Q IS proportional to the velocity v(c), while~ can not be related to the
vref

velocity v(c). So a relevant solution of Equation (2.15) in the free span for isothermal

motion can be obtained as (Bechtel, Vohra, Jacob & Carlson, 2000):

F(c) =Constant and v(c) =Constant (2.21)

From Equation (2.21), the tension and the velocity of the belt are constant in the free

spans. It is assumed that the bearings are frictionless and the summing moments on either

pulley is zero. The tight span tension F; and the slack span tension F, can be determined

as (Bechtel, Vohra, Jacob & Carlson, 2000):

~ The reference state is a fictitious state in which the strain of the belt is zero.
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T
F = F +_1. (2.22)
11m' 2r

T
F = F . _--.L (2.23)

., 111/1 2r

The belt first enters the non-slip zones when it exits the free spans. The velocities on

the tight span VI and on the slack span v, can be determined as (Bechtel, Vohra, Jacob &

Carlson, 2000):

V, = rOJ,
(2.24)

Applying Equation (2.20) to the tight span gives:

(2.25)

Modeling of the Belt on the Pulleys

An extendable belt on the pulley of radius r and angular velocity OJ is shown 111

Figure 16.
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/
v(e)

A(c + de) ......... F +dF
~ v+dv

\e ( ) . e+ de
\ \ f e /

\ "' n(e) /
\ . .

r \ \ -- Q) ~/
\ . .

\ \--.../
\ ., dr/'
\ \ I

\ ..
//\

Figure 16 Free Body Diagram of a Section of Belt on the Drive Pulley

It is assumed that the circum ferential point e (I ~ e ~ 1+ Jrr or 21 + Jrr ~ e ~ 2/ + 2m') is

fixed in space and the motion is steady. The condition at location e is independent of time.

Consider a free body of the beltdcat locationesubtending an angledB. The belt enters

the portion at location e with a tension F(e) , a linear velocity v(e) and a sectional

area A(e), and exits the portion at location e+de with a tension F(e)+ dF(e) , a linear

velocity v(e)+dv(e) and a sectional areaA(c+de). Letf(e) and n(e) be the projections

of the resultant force per unit length in the tangential and normal directions, respectively.

The positive direction of f(e) is opposite to that of the angular velocity of the pulley. The

positive direction of 11 (e) is radially outward.

The momentum projected in the tangential and normal directions are, respectively

(Bechtel, Vohra, Jacob & Carlson, 2000):

- F(e )co{ (~)+ (F(e)+ dF(e))co{ (~) - f(e)rdB =Qdv(e)co{ (~)
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- F(c )sin((~J - (F(c)+ dF(c ))sin((~J + n(c )dc =

-QVSin( (~J-Q(V(C)+dv(c))sin(d:)
(2.27)

where Q =pA(c )v(c) denotes the mass flow rate of the belt, p is the mass per volume.

For steady motion, the conservation of mass requires that the mass flow rate Q is constant

(Bechtel, Vohra, Jacob & Carlson, 2000). For small de with de« I
2 '

thenco{ (~eJ "" I and sin(d:) "" (~ .Equations (2.26) and (2.27) can be simplified. with

the products of infinitesimal quantities neglected, to:

dF(c)- f(c)dc =Qdv(c)

n(c)= F(c)-Qv(c)
r

(2.28)

(2.29)

The normal force per unit length n(c) in Equation (2.29) has to be greater or equal to

zero to keep the belt in contact with the pulley, that is:

F(c)~Qv(c) (2.30)

Expression (2.30) sets the lower bound on the belt tension F(c).

In practice the magnitude of the tension F(c) is determined by the torque transmitted

by the belt drive as discussed latter in this section. The tension F(c) is related to the

tangential projection f(c) by Equation (2.28). The tangential projection f(c) has an

opposite direction but quantitatively equals to the fractional force generated between the

contact surfaces. The tangential projection f(c) increases accordingly following the
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increment of the torque transmitted by the belt drive. So does the frictional force until it

reaches its upper bound determined by the kinetic frictional force.

For a flat belt, the kinetic frictional force is calculated as f(c) = jln(c)

with 1-1 denoting a frictional modulus and n(c) denoting the normal force. In case of our

Vee belt, the cross-section of the belt is shown in Figure 17.

-n(c)

Figure 17 Cross Section of Vee Belt

The equivalent fractional modulus of the Vee belt can be calculated as (Solid Mechanics,

2010):

{
n(c)=2n l (c)sin,B 1-1

I ~p =--
n(c)jlp = 2n (c )1-1 p sin,B

(2.31)

where,B is the wedging angle of the Vee belt, nl (c) is pressure on the contacting surface

and n(c) is the resultant normal force as shown in Figure 17.

As mentioned earlier in this section, there exists a region in the drive (or driven)

friction interface where the resultant force in tangential direction f(c) is greater than the

kinetic frictional force, the sliding of the belt on the pulley happens; this region is called a

slip zone. The drive friction interface is divided into the non-slip zone I and the slip zone
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1, and the driven pulley is divided into the non-slip zone 2 and the slip zone 2 as shown in

Figure 14.

In the non-slip zone I, the belt attaches to the drive pulley without slip. The tension

and the velocity of the belt in this zone are the same as that in the tight span. Since there

is no tendency to slip in this zone, the tangential force (frictional force) is zero. The

normal force is calculated using Equation (2.29). In summary, the belt tension, the

velocity, the tangential force and the normal force in the non-slip zone I can be obtained

as:

F -Qv
F(c)=F;,v(c)=vt' f(c)=O, n(c)= I ,

r
(2.32)

In the slip-zone I, the belt enters this zone with velocity v(c) = v, = rOJ, and exits the

zone with velocity v(s) = Vs = rOJ1 . The velocity is gradually reduced in this zone. The belt

is moving slower than the drive pulley surface. The friction is kinetic with a direction

being the same as that of the pulley motion. Rewriting Equations (2.28) and (2.29) with

f(c) =-Jipn(c) gives:

d(F(c)-Qv(c)) = -Ji de
F(c)- Qv(c) P

(2.33)

Integrating Equation (2.33) over the entire slip-zone [3 and solving for 13\ produce:

(2.34)

, In(F(c)- Qv(c)11~';;1 =-,up~:, => In( i, =~:: )=-,up(Jr- (Jr- /!,)) =-pp/!,
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Integrating Equation (2.33) from the entering point c=L+(:rr-!J,)r to any point in the

slip zone 14 and combining the result with Equations (2.20) and (2.2S) give:

F(c)= ke+F; (k +(F_Qv)e-.up(8{cH,7-fJ')))_k (?"S)
k F

_ n e I I e _.J
e + I ~':VI

v(c) = VI (k +(F _Qv
l
)e-.up(8 k }--(ff-fJ,))) (2.36)

k+F-Qve I
ell

The normal force n(c) and the tangential projection f(c) in the slip zone I are determined

by substituting Equations (2.3S) and (2.36) into Equation (2.29) as:

() F; -Qv, -up(8kHff-fJ,))
n c = e'

r

f (c) = f.lfJ (F; - Q v, )e-.up (8(c}-(ff-[J, ))

r

(2.37)

(2.38)

In the non-slip zone 2, the belt attaches to the driven pulley without slip. The

velocity is Vs and belt tension is Fs ' Since there is no tendency to slip in this zone, the

tangential force (friction force) is zero. The normal force is calculated using Equation

(2.29). In summary, the belt tension, the velocity, the tangential force and the normal

force in the non-slip zone 2 can be obtained as:

F(c)=F"v(c)=v" f(c)=O, n(c)= F,-Qvs

r
(2.39)

In the slip-zone 2, the belt enters this zone with velocity v(c) = v, = rOJ} and exits the

zone with velocity v(c) = VI = rev,. The velocity is gradually increased in this zone. The

belt is moving faster than the driven pulley surface. The friction is kinetic with a direction
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being the same as that of the pulley motion. Rewriting Equations (2.28) and (2.29) with

f(c) =,ufJn(c) gives (Bechtel, Vohra, Jacob & Carlson, 2000):

d(F(c)-Qv(c)) = JI dB
F(c)-Qv(c) fJ

(2.40)

Integrating Equation (2.40) over the entire slip zone 2 on the driven pulley 5 and solving

for /32 gives:

(2.4 I)

Integrating Equation (2.40) from the entering point c = 2/ + (2Jr - /3,)r to any point in the

slip zone 26 and combining the result with Equations (2.20) and (2.25) gives:

F(c)= ke+F, (k +(F_Qv.)e",p(IJ(c}-(Cff-fJ,n)_k (?4?)k F _ Q e ,., e _.-
e + I VI

v(c) = VI (k, + (F _Qv)e",p(IJ(c}--(c/r-fJ,ll) (2.43)
k

e
+ F, - QV

I
< , .,

The normal force n(c) and the tangential projection f(c) in the slip zone 2 are determ ined

by substituting Equations (2.42) and (2.43) into Equation (2.29) as (Bechtel, Vohra Jacob

& Carlson, 2000):

n(c) =~ (F, - Q v, k"p(IJ(c}-(2ff-fJ,)) (2.44)
r

f(s)= JlfJ (F, _Qv,k"p(IJ(c}--(Cff-fJ,)) (2.45)
r

, In(F(eH2v(e)) e~;;:(,,-py PpO I;:,,-p, => In( ;. =~::J= ,Up (2JC - (2JC - (3,)) = ,upf3,

6 F(c)- Qv(c) = (F, - Qv,)e"'p(IJ(C}-(2ff-fJ,n
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In summary, a belt drive consists of two spans, two non-slip zones and two slip

zones. In every zone, the belt demonstrates different characteristics which are

summarized in Table 2.

Table 2 Summary of the Belt Drive Characteristics

Belt tension Belt velocity Belt normal Belt frictional

F(c) v(c) force n(c) force f(c)

Tight span T VI = rOJr
0 0

F = F +_L
I 1/11/ 2r

NOll SIll) F(c)= F, v(c)= VI F -nv 0

-;.one I
n(c)= I I

I'

Slip -;.one I Equation Equation Equatioll Equation

(2.35) (2.36) (2.37) (2.38)

Slack span TL V
S
= rOJ2 0 0

Fs = F,/lil--
21'

NOll slip F(c)=Fs v(c) = v, () Fs-nv, 0
n c = .

zone 2 I'

Slip -;.olle 2 Equatioll Equation Equation Equation

(2.42) (2.43) (2.44) (2.45)

The torque transmitted to the driven pulley can be calculated by combining

Equations (2.22) and (2.23) as:

T = (F - F)rL I .\'
(2.46)
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The stretching and slipping of the belt on the pulleys cause a portion of velocity loss

which means OJ~ < OJ! . The relationship of the input and the output velocities can be

determined by applying Equation (2.20) to the tight and slack spans and combining the

results with Equations (2.22), (2.23), as such:

cv~ _ 2r(ke + 0I1i[)- TL

OJ! - 2r(ke + F,IIJ+ TL

(2.47)

2.2.3 Modeling of the Overall Belt Drive System

The subsystems of the belt drive system: the electrical subsystem and the belt drive

have been modeled in the previous subsections. For a belt drive system consisting of two

equal-radius pulleys, the torque applied to the driven pulley comes from the drive pulley.

The velocity of the driven pulley is reduced compared to that of the drive pulley. These

conclusions infer that the external load added to the belt drive can be directly reflected to

the electrical subsystem without changing the dynamics of the overall system except that

the velocity of the driven pulley is a reduced version. The block diagram of the overall

belt drive system is shown in Figure 18.

K
K,,+-[

s

Figure 18 Block Diagram of the Belt Drive System
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where B" = B + BL is a summation of the damping coefficient of the electric motor and

that of the load added on the driven pulley; J" =J + J L is a summation of the moment of

inertia of the electrical motor and that of load added on the driven

II W, (s) 2r(k + F )-TL · h . f hi' f h d' 11pu ey· K =--- = e 111/' IS t e ratio 0 t e ve OCtty 0 t e rIven pu ey to
, " Wr (s) 2r(ke +0,1/,)+ TL

that of the dri ve pulley; and BL' J L is the damping coefficient and the moment of inertia

of the load on the driven pulley, respectively. The transfer function of the belt drive

system is obtained as:

W1 (s) I.SKhKrvPAj(Kps+K,)

V;(s) = J"s2+(B,,+I.SKpPAj )S+I.SK,PAj
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Chapter 3 System Identification of the Experimental

Belt Drive System

System identification is a process in which a mathematical model of a dynamic

system is obtained from a combination of prior knowledge and experimentation involving

select measurements. System identification is a structured m thod (Habibi, 2009). The

identification process consists of the following steps: (I) experimental design is made

with respect to the intended use of the model and is largely made by a careful selection of

input signals such that max imum level of information can be extracted from

measurements; (2) a model is obtained by optimization which attempts to provide the best

fit to the measurements. The model so generated is known as empirical or black-box

model as the parameters of the model have no physical significance. The black-box

model generated through system identification does not require excessive time, effort and

costs typically associated with physical modeling; yet it is usually accurate, and may be

directly utilized in many applications including control design.

In the following sections the identification process is applied to our experimental

belt drive system.

3.1 System Description and lVlodel Specification

A system is an object with variables that interact and produce observable signals

(Ljung, 1987). The observable signals are of interest and are usually called outputs. The

system is also affected by external stimuli including inputs, and disturbances. The
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disturbances can be divided into measurable ones and non-measurable ones that can only

be observed through their influence on the system. The relationship among the observed

signals is called a model of the system.

The first step in any system identification process is a consideration of a priori

information on the system. This often entails a description of the system under

consideration and an initial specification of its model if available. The model

specification refers to the determination of the independent variables being included in or

excluded from the system model. Non-appropriate inclusion of irrelevant variables or

exclusion of relevant variables often results in model specification error. Another factor

affecting the model specification is the purpose of the system identification. For example,

the identification mainly focuses on low frequency range for the feed-forward control

design and on the closed-loop system bandwidth for the closed-loop control design.

In this research, the system identification is applied to an experimental belt drive

system as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19 The Experimental Belt Drive System
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The purpose of the system identification is to develop a single-input single-output model

for closed-loop control design of the belt drive system. The open-loop system

configuration is shown in Figure 20.

DAQ

Toolbox

I/O

Interface
AC drive Encoder

t _
Figure 20 Open-loop Configuration of the Experimental Belt Drive System

The input is a DC voltage signal generated in Matlab's System Identification Toolbox,

and sent through an IO interface to a Field Oriented Control (FOC) AC drive. The AC

drive amplifies the input signal with a factor of 60.55 to a higher power voltage that

actuates a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM). An encoder is used to

measure the angular displacement of the driven pulley of the belt drive system. Taking

derivative of the encoder measurement gives the corresponding angular velocity which is

treated as the output of the experimental belt drive system. From the input to the output,

the overall belt drive system becomes a Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) dynamical

system.

3.2 Initial Tests

The initial tests are carried out for the design of experiments used in system

identification and for the determination of the associated elements such as the sam pi ing

rate, the type and the magnitude of the input signal, the duration of tests, and the choice of
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filters. Improper experimental design at this stage is likely to propagate through the

overall identification process and may significantly deteriorate the quality of the

identified models. Since repeating experimentation is an undesirable and costly

proposition, the initial tests on the system build a solid ground for the careful selection of

the parameters related to the final experiment and the data collection. Furthermore, these

initial tests are intended to provide insight into the system characteristics by investigating

delay, deadzone, drift, nonlinearity, noise level, as well as any other factors which may

affect the identification process. The initial tests applied in this research include step

responses, sine wave responses, and PRBS tests.

3.2.1 Investigation of Drift

The output of a system may drift subject to internal or external disturbances, even

when the input is with zero-amplitude. The drift in the belt drive system is investigated by

recording the output signal while the input is set to zero. In this case the drift is constant

and can be suppressed by a non-zero bias input. The drift-suppressing bias for the belt

drive system is -0.012 volt. The addition of this bias is to cancel out the effect of the drift

during all system identification experiments.

3.2.2 Step Response Test

One of the initial tests conducted is the step response. Step inputs varying from 0 to

7 VDC with I volt increment are used, and the output is recorded while ensuring the

duration is sufficient to allow the system to reach its steady state. The step responses for
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the belt drive system are given in Figure 21 and provide several useful pieces of

information as follows.

Step Responses
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Figure 21 Step Response of the Experimental Belt Drive System

Steady-State Analysis

A linear system has two mathematical characteristics: homogeneity and

superposition (Nise, 2004; Smith, 20 I0). Two properties of linear systems can be

visualized by the steady-state plot of step responses. The steady-state Olltputs versus the

amplitudes of the input for the belt drive system are shown in Figure 22. As can be seen,

the steady-state gain of the belt drive system is the same for step input amplitudes of up to

5.5 VDC. When the input reaches 5.5 volts, the driven pulley reaches the velocity of 314

radians per second; the incremental encoder reaches its saturation frequency of 200 kHz.

Figure 22 suggests that the magnitude of the input should not exceed 5.5 volts in order to

retain the belt drive system within a linear operating region. The linearity of the belt drive

system will be confirmed by using other methods such as the transient response analysis

and the Empirical Transfer Function Estimate (ETFE) (Ljung, 1987).
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Figure 22 Steady State Outputs versus the Input Amplitudes

Transient Response Analysis

The transient responses of the belt drive system to step inputs of I to 7VDC are

plotted in Figure 21. The belt drive system demonstrates the characteristic of

homogeneity when the amplitude of the input is less than 5.5 VDC. The response

characteristics change when the amplitude of the input is greater than 5.5VDC. The

transient response analysis supports the linearity range obtained from the steady-state

analysis of Figure 22. The transient responses also show that it takes about 15

milliseconds for the system to start to response to the inputs. This may be due to a

deadzone or a time delay.

Investigation of the Deadzone

The deadzone of the belt drive system is investigated by gradually increasing the

input amplitude until static friction of the system is overcome and a nonzero output is

obtained. The plot of the input and the output in Figure 23 shows that a non-zero output is

obtained when the input amplitude is greater than 0.02 VDC. The deadzone identified in

the belt drive system is 0.02 volts.
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Figure 23 Investigation of the Deadzone

Investigation of the Time Delay

The time delay of the experimental belt drive system is investigated by using the

same process as that of testing for the deadzone. A time delay is observed in response to

every change in the input. Using the enlarged response of Figure 24, the time delay in the

Belt drive-syst~m is 2 millisec<mds.
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Figure 24 Enlarged Response of the Belt Drive System

Investigation of the Dominant Time Constant

6.025

The dominant time constant can be approximately obtained from the settling time or

from the exponential decay of the transient response (Distefano, Stubberud & Williams,

1990). For example, for the first and second-order under-damped systems the transient

terms have the form Ae-t,r and Ae-t,r cos(av+¢), respectively. The decay in each case

is governed by the time constant 1" . For the system of higher order than two the dominant

time constant is approximated by that of the under-damped second-order system. Using

the enlarged step response of Figure 25, the settling time of the belt drive system is 0.0 I

(0.024-0.014) second. The dominant time constant 1" of the belt drive system

approximated from the settling time is 10 milliseconds.

Based on the time constant 1" , the sampl ing time T is picked as one tenth of the

time constant, i.e., I millisecond. The period of data recording should be more than 100

times the time constant that is greater than I second.
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Figure 25 Enlarged Step Response of the Belt Drive System

Noise Analysis

The sources of disturbances or noise include measurement noise and uncontrollable

inputs (Ljung, 1987). Measurement noise is due to the sensors. Uncontrollable inputs are

disturbances that act as spurious inputs and that are not controllable by the user. By

measuring the output corresponding to a constant input, an insight is gained into the

system's noise characteristics. An encoder is immune to noise when measuring

displacement. However, the quantization noise is introduced when taking derivative of

the displacement for velocity. The noise contaminated data is commonly described with

mean ( J.L) and variance ( (J2 ) which are calculated, respectively, as (Smith, 20 I0):

I tV

J.L =-Ix;
N ;=1

~ I ~( )~
(J- =--L. Xi - J.L -

N -I ;=1

(3.1 )

(3.2)

The mean and variance of the output of the belt drive system (i.e. its velocity) versus the

amplitude of the input are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3 Mean and Variance of the Output of the Experimental Belt Drive System

Input (volts) Mean (11) (Rad/S) Variance ( (72 )

0 -0.0807 6.6719

1 64.8991 1.1664

2 129.7806 3.4942

3 182.1712 19.6462

4 235.6950 29.9154

5 287.8570 41.7282

The noise is further analyzed by considering its Power Spectral Density (PSD). The

analysis is performed by first running the system at a constant velocity, recording the

output, removing the mean of the output and then taking the power spectral density of the

remainder. The noise power spectral densities for the input amplitude of 1 to 5VDC are

shown in Figures 26 to 31.
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Figure 26 Output Noise Spectral Density for 0 Volt Input
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Figure 29 Output Noise Spectral density for 3 Volts Input
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Output Noise Power Spectral Density for 4V Input
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Figure 31 Output Noise Spectral Density for 5 Volts Input

There is a low frequency content in the noise. The frequency increases according to

the input level as shown in Table 4. This is caused by a defect in the encoder itself. This

low frequency element is within the frequency range of interest and can not be filtered

out. It will be present throughout the system identification process and will affect the

quality of the identified model.
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Table 4 Low Frequency Content in the Noise

Amplitude of input(V) 0 I 2 3 4 5

Low Frequency Content (Hz) 0.6 1.2 1.2 3.6 4.5 5.5

3.2.3 Sine-wave Test

A computationally simple method to estimate a frequency function of a system is the

frequency response analysis or sine-wave testing. A sine wave with a specific frequency

is applied to the system. Neglecting the noise and the transient term, the amplitude and

the phase shift of the resulting output signal with respect to the input are measured

graphically. The magnitude and the phase of the output sine wave are then calculated. The

frequency response function of the system over a frequency range can be obtained by

applying input signals with different frequencies and repeating the above calculation. The

system bandwidth is estimated by using Bode magnitude and phase plots of the frequency

response function of the system. The Bode magnitude plot of the belt drive system is

shown in Figure 32. The open-loop bandwidth of the belt system is estimated

approximately at 70 Hz.
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Bode Magnitude Plot of the Belt Drive Sytern
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Figure 32 Bode Magnitude Diagram of the Belt Drive System

The disadvantages of the frequency response analysis using sine-wave method are:

(I) the test has to be calculated at a range of frequencies making the method very time

consuming; (2) it is not always safe to apply pure sinusoidal signals in industrial

applications. An alternative strategy is the use of Empirical Transfer Function Estimate

(ETFE).

3.2.4 Empirical Transfer Function Estimate (ETFE)

The ETEE is the ratio of theEourier transforms of the output and the input. It is an

estimate of the frequency response of the system. In the Fourier analysis, the discrete

Fourier transform (DFf) of the finite sequence of the inputuk , k = 1,2, "', N, is defined

as (Ljung, 1987):

UN(OJ)= ~fu(t)e-iOX, OJ=27lkIN,k =0, 1,2,... , N-I (3.3)
vN 1=1

The DFf maps Uk in time domain into UN (OJ) in frequency domain. The signal Uk can be

recovered by using the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFf) as:
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I N iuJ.:
Uk = ~ I UN (m)e ,eu = 2lfkl N , k = I, 2, ''', N (3.4)

'" N k=1

The signal Uk is a linear combination of eiuJ.: for N different frequencies OJ. Using the

same definition, the output signal Yk , k = I, 2, "', N is mapped into and recovered

from y,Am) , respectively, as:

I N

Y ( ) - -, -jed: _ ?...l. 1N k - I ? ... H
N OJ - ~ L., Yk e ,OJ - _It1\. , -, -, , Iv

",N 1=1

I N
-_, ()?i(d: - 2-...1'1 k - ? ...Yk - ~ L., Y,v me, OJ - It1\. N, - I, -, ,N

'" N k=1

The ETFE of the system can be represented as:

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

The ETFE allows a user to approximately estimate the frequency response of a system

using experimental data.

The input signals have to contain a wide range of frequencies. The frequency range

should ideally be greater than the system bandwidth by more than 5 to 10 times. With an

estimated bandwidth of 70 Hz from the initial frequency response analysis, a sampling

frequency is of 1500Hz; a frequency range of 233 (700/3) Hz was chosen for the input

signal. The power spectrum of the input signal should be flat for this range. As such, the

following types of signals can be selected: the random binary sequence (RES), the

random Gaussian sequence (RGS), the chirp signal, or the pseudorandom binary sequence

(PRBS). In this research, a PRBS is adopted as the input signal with a frequency of 700

Hz, amplitude of I volt, giving a flat power spectrum in the range of 0 to 700/3 Hz. The
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experiments are conducted using PRBS signals of amplitudes of I to 5 volts in I volt

steps.

The output of the system is obtained by taking the derivative of the encoder signal

through the 10 interface. The estimated ETFEs are filtered in order to obtain a more

usable representation. The filtering is conducted by using a windowing function. There

are several types of windowing functions available in both time and frequency domains.

In the time domain, the finite sequences u(t) and y(t) are convolved with a time domain

window, respectively. The DFTs are taken from the windowed sequences, and the ETFEs

are obtained from the ratios of the DFTs. In the frequency domain, the DFTs of the

signals u(t) and y(t) are taken. The ETFEs are then obtained from the ratios of the DFTs

and filtered with a Hamming window in the frequency domain (Ljung, 1987) as follows:

~vk%)= fir w:(~-OJO~UN(~r GI:k¢}/~
fir Wr(~-OJo~UN(~l d~

sin(y+~ )OJ
D.(OJ)= -

r sinOJ/2

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

where W,(~) is the window function in frequency domain which is centered

around ~ =0, and y is the "shape parameter" determining the width of the frequency

window. The width of the frequency window controls the trade-off between bias and

variance: a large value of y corresponds to a nan'ow window, and leads to a large
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variance of G,y k%) and small bias. In the discrete-time system, the integrations in

Equation (3.8) are replaced with summations as:

The ETFEs and their filtered versions at different amplitudes of the input signal are

shown in Figures 33 to 35.
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Figure 33 ETFE of the Belt Drive System with Input PRES Level [I 3]
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The objective of the ETFEs is to verify the linearity across the frequency range of

interest and with respect to the input level. The ETFEs demonstrate that the bandwidth of

the system is approximately 70 Hz which is consistent with the result obtained in the

frequency response analysis. Note also that the ETFEs obtained from different levels of

inputs are approximately identical. This further supports the earlier results and indicates

that the system is linear in the input range of I to 5 volts.

3.3 Order Estimation

The order of a linear system can be estimated in different ways. The commonly used

methods include the spectral analysis, and the impulse response analysis (Habibi, 2009).

3.3.1 Spectral Analysis Estimate

Spectral analysis uses the Bode plot to provide the DC gam and the break

frequencies. By looking the ETFE plots from Figures 33 to 35, there are no positive-slope

straight lines in the log-magnitude curves and no positive phase angle contributions in the

phase angle curves, which indicate that there are no zeros in the continuous time transfer

function. In the decade from 10 to 100Hz the log-magnitude plot is approximately a

straight line with a slope greater than - 40 dB/decade, which means that the number of

poles is not more than two. Furthermore, the phase curves decreasing 180 degrees over

the entire frequency range indicate that there are two poles in the system. All of these

indications demonstrate that this is a second-order system.
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3.3.2 Order Estimation via Impulse Response

Impulse response (lR) is a well-proven method to conduct system identification, and

enables an accurate estimation of the system order (Habibi, 2009; Pitstick & Mulholland,

1986; Vacher, 20 I0). A discrete 1inear time invariant system can be represented in a state

space form (Ogata, 1994) as:

X k+1 =AXk + BUk

Yk =CX k + DUk

(3.12)

where Uk denotes the input; xk denotes the state variable; and Yk denotes the output. A is

the system matrix; B is the input matrix; C is the output matrix; and D is the feed-forward

matrix. The transfer function of the system of Equation (3.12) can be written as:

C(z)=D+C(zI-AtB (3.13)

where z denotes the delay operator. Using the geometric series expansion to (zl - At '

Equation (3.13) can be further written as:

C(z) = D + Cz-1(1 + Az-1 + A 2 Z-2 + ... +)B = D + f hiz-i

i=1

h. =CAi-IB
I

(3.14)

Equation (3.14) can also be expressed as a function of matrices P and E such that:

C(::)=D+PE

where P = lc CA CAl

(3.15)

CA,,-I J, and E = [B AB A 2B ... A,,-IBY, are the

observability and the controllability matrices (Ogata, 1994), respectively.

For a unit impulseU(z) = I, the system's impulse response equals to the series in

Equation (3.14). Equation (3.14) relates the system's impulse response to its transfer
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function G(z), in which, D is the initial value, and hi = CAi-'B, i = 1,2··· 00 is the impulse

response at discrete timei. This provides a very useful way of using the impulse response

for identifying the structure of an unknown linear time invariant system (LTI). The

transfer function G(z) can be directly obtained from the impulse response of the system

(Habibi, 2009; Lim & Phan, 1998; Wang, Lee & Zachery, 1996).

Acquiring of Impulse Response

Ideally the impulse response data would be directly measured from a system which

is activated by a unit impulse input signal. This is however not feasible for most real life

systems due to the difficulty of generating an impulse input with a high enough amplitude

to activate the system.

The second option is to numerically differentiate the step response data. Since an

impulse can be generated by differentiating a step input. Given that system identification

deals with linear systems, the impulse response of a linear system can be obtained by

differentiating its step response.

The third option of estimating the impulse response is by using correlation analysis

(System, 2009). The impulse response can be determined by calculating the

corresponding correlation function of input and output signals. The impulse response

function is derived as:

~

yCt) = Lg(k)uCt - k) + vCt)
k=O

(3.16)
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where u(t) is the input signal, y(t) is the output signal, g(k) is the impulse response

function, and v(t) is the white noise. The equivalent relationship between the input-output

cross-correlation and the input auto correlation is represented as:

~

R,,,(r) = Ig(k)R"uC r - k )
k;O

(3.17)

where Rm(r) = E[y(t + r)ll(t)] ,RIIl,(r) = E[u(t+ r)u(t)], in which, E[e] is the

expectation operator. In practice, R,,, and R"" are repl:lced with their estimated functions:

A I N-Il11X( r.0)

Rm (1') =- I yet + r)u(t), l' =O,± l,± 2,...
N r;l-rnin( r.0)

I N-r

R"" (r) = -;; I u(t + r)u(t), Rrlll (-r) = R"" (r)
Lv r;\

(3.18)

(3.19)

The estimated impulse response function is determined by solving Equation (3.17) as:

A(k) - R R-'g -.fif fill (3.20)

In this research, the numerical differentiation approach is applied to estimate the

impulse response from the step response. For the experimental belt drive system, the step

and its impulse response obtained by differentiation are provided in Figures 36 and 37.

Note that the delays in the signals and outliers have been removed.
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Impulse Response of the Belt Drive System
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Figure 37 Estimated Impulse Response of the Belt Drive System

Order Estimation

For the state space model of Equation (3.12), the impulse response can be easily

found by direct calculation as:

{
D k =0

h = '
k CAk-1B, k > 0

(3.21)
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Note that in Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) case, the impulse response consists of

scalar outputs. While in Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (Mllvl0) cases, every sample of

the impulse response is a pxq matrix where p, q denote the dimensions of the output and

input, respectively. In SISO case, the impulse response terms in Equation (3.21) are

known as the Markov parameters of the state space model.

A nIl xn" matrix can be constructed using the Markov parameters in such a way that

each row would contain the Markov parameters shifted in time as:

hI ~ h) h
ll

"
~ ~ h4 h11,,+1

H= ~ h4 hs h ~ (3.22)nj,+_

h h h ) ~1l11-1n" 1Jj,+1 n,,+_

The matrix H is patterned in a way that every ascending diagonal contains the same value,

and because of this pattern it is called a Hankel matrix. In state space system

identification theory, the Hankel matrix plays an important role. For example, a state

space model can be obtained through a factorization of the Hankel matrix via the Singular

Value Decomposition (SVD) (Lim & Phan, 1998). In the absence of noise, the Hankel

matrix derived from a step response contains only the firstn linearly independent rows

and the remaining rows are linear combinations of the first n for a n'" -order system

(Habibi, 2009). The rank of the Hankel matrix equals the system order. This provides a

way of identifying the model structure using the impulse response data.

However in practice, the impulse response data is contaminated due to perturbations,

noise and numerical methods. The calculated rank of the Hankel matrix may be therefore
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corrupted. In this case the Singular Yalue Decomposition (SYD) can be used to calculate

the rank of the Hankel matrix. The SYD is a powerful tool dealing with sets of equations

or matrices that are either singular or numerically very close to singular (SYD, 20 I0). It

decomposes a matrix into a product of three simpler ones. The SYD is defined as:

(3.23)

where U is a n-by-n unitary matrix (UTU = I), Y is a n-by-n unitary matrix (yTV = I),

the superscript T denotes the matrix transposition; I is a n-by-n diagonal matrix of the

same dimension as the Hankel matrix H. The matrix L consists of the positive singular

values (J! ::::: (J2 ::::: ... ::::: 0 on the diagonal. The order information of the system is recovered

by counting the singular values that are significantly higher than others (Habibi, 2009).

In this research, 1587 points of impulse response data are taken to build a 794-by-794

Hankel matrix. After the singular value decomposition, the first 20 singular values of the

Hankel matrix are plotted in Figure 38, which indicates that the experimental belt drive

system is a second-order system. This conclusion is consistent with that drawn by

spectral analysis.
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Figure 38 The First 20 Singular Values of the Hankel Matrix

3.4 Main Experiments and Data Processing

Design of the main experimentation is an extremely important aspect of system

identification. The input of the system is a voltage signal to the amplifier and the output

is the derivative of the position encoder. From the initial sine wave test and the analysis

of the E-TFEs, it is determined that the system bandwidth is approximately 70Hz. In

selecting an input type which would provide an even power spectrum well beyond this

frequency range of interest, a Pseudo Random Binary Sequence (PRES) is chosen. The

magnitude of this input is chosen based on the noise characteristics of the system as

considered from the step tests, and is generally a trade-off between a strong signal-to-

noise ratio and remaining in a piecewise linear region. Also from the steady state gain test

and ETFE, the system is linear in the input range of 0 to 5 volts. The input amplitude is

hence chosen to be 0 to 5 volts for the main experiments.
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The duration of the experiment is chosen as 5 seconds based on the dominant time

constant discussed in Section 3.2.2. In determining the sampling rate for these

experiments the open loop system bandwidth of approximately 70 Hz is considered. A

1000Hz sampling rate is chosen, that is over 10 times this bandwidth.

Data processing is an important intermediate step. The data must go through a

conditioning process. The conditioning process requires not only filtering but also

including detection of outliers, removal of low frequency trends, and scaling. To detect

outliers, a boundary layer is constructed though time plot of the output data ensuring that

the most data points enclosed inside, and the points located outside are considered to be

the outliers and replaced with the closest upper or lower bound value. The output data is

scaled to the angular velocity of the driven pulley with the unit of radls taking into

account the pulley radius and the encoder resolution. The low frequency trend is removed

by subtracting the input and the output data with their respective mean values.

High frequency noise is removed by using a low-pass digital filter. Finite and infinite

impulse response filters always introduce a time delay or a phase lag. They can however

be implemented in a bidirectional filtering mode to realize zero-phase filtering. This is

done by filtering the sequence in the forward direction, then reversing it and passing it

through the filter in its reversed sequence. In the forward direction a phase lag is

introduced. In the reversed direction a reversed lag (or phase lead) results in zero-phase

filtering. According to the ETFEs in Figure 33-35, at frequencies higher than 100Hz, the

signal-to-noise ratio is low; the cut-off frequency of the filter is set to 100 Hz. By cutting

off the high frequency contents, a better fit in the remaining frequency band is expected.
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The type of filter used in this research is the 10th order digital Butterworth filter. The

magnitude plot of the digital Butterworth filter is shown in Figure 39.

Log-Magnitude Plot
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Figure 39 Magnitude Plot of the lOth Order Digital Butterworth Filter

A SOOO-point PRES input with a switching frequency of 500 Hz is used. This

establishes a flat spectrum of SOO/3Hz for the PRES signal that is greater than the 100

Hz frequency range of interest. The first 300 points of input and output are shown in

Figure 40. The data sets are filtered with the 10th order Butterworth filter to serve as the

estimation data. The filtering process results in a reduced frequency range of 0-100 Hz.

The first 300 points of the filtered data are shown in Figure 41. An independent validation

data set is generated and filtered in the same way. It is used to validate the estimated

model.
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3.5 Model Estimation

McMaster university - Mechanical Engineering

Solving the model estimation problem requires: I) input-output data from the

process; 2) a class of models; 3) a criterion. The model estimation problem can be treated

as an optimization problem, in which a best model can be obtained to best fit the data

with respect to the given criterion (Astrom & Wittenmark, 1997).

A class of models can be represented in the following generalized form (Ljung,

1987):

B(Z) C(z)
A(z)Yk = F(z) Uk + D(z) ek

A(")= l+a 7-
1+"'+a 7-

11
"....... ,..... 11(, .....

B(-)=b 7-1 +... +b _-lib
..... ,..... lib .....

C(7)=I+c
I
7-'+"'+C 7-11

,
..... ..... I~"'"

D(7)= d Z-I + ... +d 7-11
"

..... I "" .....

F(7)= 1+ ~7-1 + ... + f. 7-
11

/..... I.... Ill .......

(3.24)

where Yk' Uk and ek are the output, the input and the zero-mean white noise, respectively;

11.(/ ,11.", nc ' 11." and I1J are the order of the polynomials A(z), B(z), C(z), D(z) and F(z),

respectively, and z is the delay operator. The system delay Z-II< enters the model through

the polynomial B(z). By adopting different combinations of the polynomials A(z), B(z),

C(z), D(z), and F(z) in Equation (3.24), special model forms such as AutoRegressive

with Exogenous input (ARX) model, AutoRegressive-Moving Average with eXogenous

input (ARMAX) model, Output-Error (OE) model and Box-Jenkins (BJ) model are

obtained.
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A criterion is intended to measure how well the estimated model fits the

experimental data. Hence the criterion can be defined as a cost function of the prediction

error. With a given form of model, the model parameters are then determined by

minimizing the cost function through optimization methods such as the Least-Squares

method or the maximum likelihood method depending on the form of model that is being

used.

3.5.1 AutoRegressive with Exogenous Input (ARX) lVlodel

The ARX model is the simplest input-output relationship representation that can be

described as the following form:

B(z) I
Yk =-(-)llk_". +-()ek

A z 'A::
(3.25)

The ARX model is diagrammatically illustrated in Figure 42. The ARX model is derived

by setting C(z), D(z) and F(z) =I in Equation (3.24).

I

A(z)

+

Figure 42 Block Diagram of the ARX Model

The best fit of th second-order ARX model of the experimental belt drive system is

obtained as:
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29.62z-2-24.07z-3

y = U + e
k 1-1.514z-1 +0.605Iz-2 k 1-1.5147-1+0.6051z-2

k
(3.26)

The ARX model prediction and the measurement are shown in Figure 43.

Measured and simulated ARX model output
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Figure 43 Measured and the ARX Model Output (70.9% Fit)

3.5.2 AutoRegressive-Moving Average with eXogenous input (ARMAX)

Model

The main disadvantage of an ARX model structure is its restrictive noise model.

More flexibility can be added to the description of noise transfer function by using

C(z)as the numerator polynomial. This changes the ARX model into an ARi\1AX model.

The ARMAX model is derived by assigning D(z), F(z) as Isuch that:

_ B(z) C(z)
Yk - A(z) Uk + A(z) ek (3.27)
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The block diagram of the ARMAX model is shown in Figure 44.

Figure 44 the Block Diagram of the ARt\1AX Model

The best fit of an ARt\1AX model for the belt drive system is obtained as:

29.58::-2 - 23.68::-3 1+ 1.999::-1+ 0.9986::-2

Yk = 1-1.509::-1+0.606Iz-2uk+ 1-1.509z-' +0.6061;:-2 ek (3.28)

The comparison of the ARt\1AX model prediction with the measurement is shown In

Figure 45.
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Measured and simulated ARMAX model output
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Figure 45 Measured and the ARMAX Model Output (70.72% Fit)

3.5.3 Output Error (OE) Model

In the ARMAX model, the transfer functions G(z) = B(z) , H(z) =C(z) have the
A(z) A(z)

same polynomials in denominator; this is not always consistent with most real-life

systems. Setting A(z) =C(z) =D(z) =1 decouples the noise from the system transfer

function and results in the OE model as:

(3.29)

The output-elTor model structure is diagrammatically shown in Figure 46.
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Figure 46 Block Diagram of the OE Model

The best fit of the 2nd order OE model is obtained as:

19.2z-2

y{t) = u{t)+ e{t)
1-1.226z-1 +0.531Iz-2

(3.30)

The comparison of the OE model prediction with the measured output is shown in Figure

Measured and simulated OE model output
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Figure 47 Measured and the OE Model Output (74.9% Fit)
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3.5.4 Box-Jenkins (BJ) Model

McMaster university - Mechanical Engineering

The BJ model is the most flexible from considered and contains two different

transfer functions for the system G =.!i and noise H =!.:-.. Assigning A(z) =I in Equation
F D

(3.24) gives the Box-Jenkins model as:

S(z) () C(z)
Yk = F(z) u t + D(-;.) ek (3.31 )

The BJ model is diagrammatically shown in Figure 48.

C(::)
D(z)

+

+

Figure 48 Block Diagram of the BJ Model

The best fit of the 2nd order BJ model is obtained as:

19.2;::-2 1+;::-1
v = u.+ e.
_ k 1-1.226::-1+0.5311;::-2 k 1-1.845;::-1+0.9187::-2 k

(" "?)J.J _

late from Equations (3.30) and (3.32) that the OE model and the BJ model have the same

system transfer function. The measured and the BJ model output are shown in Figure 49.
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Measured and simulated BJ model output
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Figure 49 Measured and the BJ Model Output (74.9% Fit)

3.6 Model Validation

The performances of the identified models are further validated by using step, PRBS,

and chirp responses. The measured outputs of the step, the PRES and the chirp responses

are all zero-phase filtered by using a 10th order digital Butterworth filter with 100 Hz cut-

off frequency. The measured and model outputs are shown in Figure 50. The Root Mean

Squared prediction Errors (RMSEs) are listed in Table 5. The performance of the ARX

and ARMAX models are very close. The performance of the OE and the BJ Models are

very close. The ARX and the ARMAX have better performance on step response.

However the OE and the BJ models have better performance when PRBS or Chirp signals

are used. The OE model is chosen given its best overall performance.
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Figure 50 Measured and Simulated Outputs

Table 5 RMSEs of the Identified Models

Model Step PRBS Chirp

ARX 0.7843 2.1846 5.7443

ARMAX 0.7837 2.1981 5.7415

OE 0.8729 1.8640 4.5282

BJ 0.8891 1.8797 4.4983

3.7 Conclusions on System Identification

System identification is a very useful way of obtaining an accurate model of a

system when it is very difficult to do so through analytical means. The initial tests
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provided information of the belt drive system's drift, deadzone, time delay, time constant,

linearity, open-loop bandwidth and the order of system as listed in Table 6. ote that the

linear region of the system has been reconfirmed as 0 to I volt.

Table 6 Characteristic Parameters of the Belt Drive System

Drift Dead- Time Time Linear Open-Loop Order of

(V) zone(V) Delay(S) Constant(S) Range(V) Bandwidth(Hz) System

-0.015 0.025 0.002 0.01 0-1 70 2

The final black-box model candidate is a 2nd order OE model with 2 ms time delay.

The identified transfer function of the belt drive system is obtained as:

19 ? -2
G(7) = .-~

~ 1-1.226;:-1+0.531Iz-2
(3.33)

This model is used for the design of a robust control strategy.
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Chapter 4 Literature Review of Sliding Mode Control

Systems

Considerable research has been performed on the control of belt-drives in recent

years. Li and Cheng (1994) presented a PID controller with adaptive compensation of

inertial force for a belt-driven high speed positioning table. Li and Rehani (1996)

designed a PID controller with acceleration and Coulomb friction compensation (PIDAF)

for the tracking control of the angular position of the belt drive turning table based on an

identified model. Lee and Rutherford (1999) presented the frequency reshaped linear

quadratic (FRLQ) control in the development of a low-cost human level performance belt

driven robot. In their work, a simple first order filter was chosen for determining a

performance index for the linear quadratic optimal controller that would panelize the

frequencies at or above the first resonance frequency of the belt drive. Jayawardene,

Nakamura and Goto (2003) presented a PID control algorithm with an off-line trajectory

planning under maximum velocity and acceleration constraints with compensation of

delay dynamics and vibrations for accurate position control of belt drives. The same

strategy was utilized for the cooperative control of two industrial robots and belt drive

machines (Jayawardene, 2009). Selezneva (2009) implemented a PID algorithm with

automatic tuning for the tracking control of the belt-drive systems. A. Sabanovic, O.

Sozbilir, G. Goktug & N. Sabanovic (2003) proposed a Sliding Mode Control (SMC)

algorithm based on a predefined structure of the time derivative of Lyapunov function

candidate for a linear timing-belt drive. The related issues were further investigated by the
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same group of the authors (Hace, Jezernik & Sabanovic, 2005; Hace, Jezernik &

Sabanovic, 2007; Hace, Jezernik & Terbuc, 2009).

Among those control algorithms mentioned above, the SMC has gradually sought

more attention in the control community due to its robustness and simplicity. The SMC is

extensively reviewed in this chapter.

4.1 Background of Sliding Mode Control

Variable Structure Systems (YSS) are systems that have discontinuities in the

differential equations that describe their dynamic behaviour. Such systems have a state

space that is segmented by Hyperplanes. In each segment of the state space, the system

may be modeled by a continuous and differentiable function. This continuous

characterization of the system changes as the state trajectory cross a discontinuity

hyperplane.

The following mathematical definition is commonly used for describing a VSS. A

YSS is a discontinuous nonlinear system represented as ~ =<D(x, u, t) where

<D(x, t) = [<PI (x, u,t), <P2 (x, u, t), "', <PJx, u, t)f :R,,+I -7 R" is composed of piecewise

continuous nonlinear function with state vector x = [XI ).;2'"'' -\,f E R"

control U E Rill and time variable t E R (Wikipedia, 20 10). The state space is divided into

different regions within which the system exhibits continuous behaviour <p". At the

boundaries of the regions, <D(x, u, t) is not differentiable and the dynamics of the system

switches abruptly, i.e. the structure of the system varies over different regions.
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A good characteristic of the YSS is that they can possess new properties which are

not inherent in continuous systems. For instance, asymptotic stabil ity can be realized by

combining two structures, none of which are asymptotically stable. In variable structure

control, a discontinuity hyperplane is artificially introduced in the system by using a

control input. A special form of variable structure control (YSC) is obtained when the

states are directed toward the discontinuity or switching hyperplane and are forced to

slide along it. This special form of YSC is referred to as sliding mode control (SMC)

(Utkin, 1977). In SMC, the system dynamics is governed by a reduced order differential

equation, and is robust to internal parameter variations and external disturbances.

The design of SMC consists of two tasks. Firstly a switching hyperplanes(x) =0 is

defined based on a desired dynamic behaviour such that stabilization, tracking and

regularization are attained. Note that s(x) provides a measure of the distance of the state

trajectory from the switching hyperplane located ats(x) =O. Secondly a discontinuous

{
u+(t) s(x»O

control law u(t) = is designed to drive the states onto the switching
u-(x) s(x) < 0

hyperplane in a finite time and to force them to remain and slide along the hyperplane.

The control is continuous or smooth in every region, but alters its structure when the

dynamics of the state trajectory crosses the boundary defined by the switching hyperplane.

SMC input switches from one value or continuous function to another one based on the

position of the state trajectory with respect to the switching hyperplane. This switching
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can occur at a high frequency. By combining the system model, the switching hyperplane,

.
x =cp(x, u, t)

and the control law, a SMC system is described as s(x)

u={u+(t) s(x»O
u-(t) s(x)<O

There are two phases associated with a SMC system. Phase one is called the

reaching mode in which the system dynamics is directed to the hyperplane in a finite time.

The conditions to guarantee the reachablity are called the reaching conditions. For

{
.

. . ... .. s < 0 when s > 0 •
stability, the reachll1g conditIOn IS given as • or ss < 0 (Gao, 1990). The

s > 0 when s < 0

reaching condition ensures the stability, but does not determine how the sliding surface is

reached. The manner in which the sliding surface is reached determines the characteristics

of the transient response. There are three commonly used approaches (Gao, 1990): (I)

.
Constant approaching law in which, s = -Esgn(s), E > 0 so that the switching function

approaches zero with a constant velocity; (2) Proportional approaching law in which

.
s=-Esgn(s)-ksE>O,k>Oso that the switching function approaches zero with a

velocity equalling to the summation of a constant plus an amount proportional to the

distance of the state trajectory from the switching hyperplane; (3) Exponential

approaching law in which; =_klsl
a

sgn(s) k > 0, I > ex> 0 so that the switching function

approaches zero with a velocity of an exponential function of the distance of the state

trajectory from the switching hyperplane.
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Once the sliding surface is reached, the system enters its next phase of sliding mode.

When in sliding mode, the system behaviour changes to a reduced order form and robust

to disturbances and plant parameter variations.

The exceptional properties of SMC such as order-reduction and robustness to

disturbances and parametric variations have drawn significant enthusiasm in the control

community both in theoretical development and practical applications.

4.1.1 Brief History of Sl\tIC

The SMC theory was originated In the Soviet Union in the early 1930s. Its

development has undergone four stages: the originating stage, the early stage, the multi

input linear systems stage, and the advanced stage (Gao, 1990; Hung, Gao & Huang,

1993; Utkin, 1999).

The Originating Stage of VSC (1930-1956)

The origin of Variable Structure Control (VSC) can be traced back to the 1930s in

the former USSR (Utkin, 1999). The investigation of systems with discontinuous control

actions remained at a high level during this period. As an example, relay or "on-off'

regulators played an important role in the design of feedback control systems due to its

ease of implementation and high efficiency of hardware. Typical examples included the

vibration control in the context of voltage control for a DC generator of an aircraft

(Kulebakin, 1932) and the sliding mode relays for controlling the course of a ship

(Nikolski, 1934). The concepts of modern control theory such as phase plane, switching

line, and even sliding mode, first appeared in the publications in that time.
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The Early Stage of the SMC (1957-1970)

The SMC was developed in this stage focusing on the systems in phase conical form.

The SMC studied in this period considered systems modeled by high-order, linear

differential equations with a single input, such that:

The switching surface was defined as a special second-order function:

. {a when s(x) < 0
with \fJ = () (Hung, Gao & Huang, 1993).

f3 when s x > 0

The Stage of MUlti-Input Systems (1970·1980)

During this period, the theory of SMC for general multi-input linear systems was

firmly established. The general form of a multi-input linear system was represented

as x = Ax + Bu with state variable x E R", input u E Rill, system matrix A E R"XJ1
, and input

matrix The switching function was depicted

ass(x)=Cx=[sJx),s2(x),···,slll(x)ywith a switching matrixCE RIIIXJ
'. The control law

()
{

\fJ;+ whens;(x»O Iii
was described as u j x = _ ( ) i = I, 2, "', In, with s; denoting the i

\fJ; when s; x < 0

scalar switching function (Hung, Gao & Huang. 1993). The SMC theory did not draw

much attention from the control community during this period mainly due to two reasons:

the theory was overshadowed by the popularity of linear control systems design, and the

robustness property of the SMC was not fully recognized.
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The Advanced Stage of SMC (1980-present)

Since 1980, the research and development of the SMC have been greatly accelerated

both in theory and applications. General SMC design methods for complex systems have

been proposed taking advantage of SMC's robustness property. The achievements in this

period include: the development of SMC for nonlinear systems (Slotine, 1991; Gao, Hung,

1993; Misawa, 1997; Bandyopadhyay & Thakar, 2008), discrete-time systems (Furuta,

1990; Hui & Zak 1999; Chang, 2002), systems with time-delay (H. P. Pang, C. J. Liu & A.

Z. Liu, 2006; Qu & Wang, 2006; Pai, 2008), stochastic systems (Y. Shen, W. Shen & J.

Gu, 2005; Y. Niu, Z. Wang & X. Wang, 20 I0), large-scale systems (Chaouki & Moncef,

2007) and infinite dimensional systems (Utkin, 1998). The extension of the objectives of

SMC was beyond system stabilization to include motion tracking, model following,

model reaching, adaptive and optimal control and state observation. Sliding mode state

observation was considered in (Raoufi & Zinober, 2008; Alessandri, Cuneo & Punta,

2009). Additional properties of SMC were explored including the invariance of the

sliding mode to system disturbances and parameter variations in (Janardhanan &

Bandyopadhyay, 2006), and robustness of the reaching phase, elimination or reduction of

chattering in (Loh & Yeung, 20 10). The applications of SMC have been reported in

numerous industrial problems such as control of electric drives (F. J. Lin, C. H. Lin &

Shen, 2002; Bian, Man, Song & Ren, 2006; Rashid & Zidan, 2008; Claudia & Miguel,

2008; Chuang, Haung, Lee, Kao & Fung, 2009), power systems (Samarasinghe &

Pahalawaththa, 1997; Fernandes & Alcalde, 2007; Wang & Mao, 2009), robot
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manipulators (Hashimoto, Maruyama & Harashima, 1987; Yu & Lloyd, 1997; Pandian,

Hanmandlu & Gopal, 1988; Machado & Carvalho, 1988; Habibi & Richards, 1992;

Khalal, Mellit, Rahim, Salhi & Guessoum, 2007; Vargas & Ledwich, 2010), mobile

drives, autonomous underwater vehicles (Cunha, Costa & Hsu, 1991; Healey & Lienard,

1993; P. M. Lee, Hong, Lim, C. M. Lee, Jeon & Park, 1999; Wang, Liu, Yu & Xu, 2002;

Xiong, Bian, Chang & Zou, 2004; Han, Sun & Mo, 2008), automotive applications

(Moskwa, 1993; Utkin & Chang, 2002; Uchida, Murata, Yabumi, Morita & Kando, 2006;

Mao & Lu, 2008; Kim & Wang, 2009), climate control, aircraft and spacecraft (Young,

1978; Jafarov & Tasaltin, 2000; Shtessel, Buffington & Banda, 2002; Huang, Kuo & Way,

2003; Promtun & Seshagiri, 2009; Ramirez, Thomas & Dwyer, 1986; Ramirez, 1990; Z.

B. Li, Wang & J. F. Li, 2004; Hu & Ma, 2005, Hu & Ma, 2006; Jiang, Hu & Ma, 2008).

4.1.2 Literature Review of SMC

Among the abundant publications 10 SMC field, Utkin's work is notable and

outstanding. His early research centered on the design of SMC in phase canonical form

and the design principles for multi-input SMC systems. Utkin (1977, 1983) reviewed the

historical development of the SMC concept, the role of sliding modes in development of

the SMC theory, the stages of SMC development, and the synthesis of SMC using

decomposition principle in sliding modes. Another notable survey paper was published by

Huang, Gao & Huang (1993). They presented the basic notions, historical development,

brief theoretic background of SMC systems, the design of SMC for linear time-invariant

multi-input systems and nonlinear multivariable systems. Kaynak, Erbatur & Ertugrul
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(200 I) surveyed how "intelligence" could be incorporated in sliding mode controllers by

using computational intelligence methodologies such as artificial neural networks (ANN),

fuzzy logic (FL) and probabilistic reasoning (PR). The focus of their work was to

alleviate the well known problems of inadequateness of the traditional analytical

techniques for modeling, understanding and predicting the behaviours of complex

systems in practical implementations of SMC. Yu & Kaynak (2009) examined the cutTent

progress and future perspectives of the integration of SMC with the computational

intell igence methodologies.

4.1.3 Lyapunov Stability Analysis in SMC

Stability is one of the most important considerations IO the design of a control

system. According to (Nise, 2004), a system is stable if the natural response approaches

zero as time approaches infinity; a system is unstable if the natural response approaches

infinity as time approaches infinity; a system is marginally stable if the natural response

neither decays nor grows but remains constant or oscillates. Using total (natural and

forced) response, the definition of stability is given as: a system is stable if every bounded

input yields a bounded output (BIBO); a system is unstable if any bounded input produces

an unbounded output. Unbounded growth of the natural response of an unstable system

usually causes damage to that system, to adjacent properties, and can be a danger to

human life. The transient response of an unstable system grows infinitely; its total

response does not approach a steady-state val ue.
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Determination of stability is extremely important to control systems engineering. For

a linear, time-invariant system, there are many stability criteria available such as the

Routh's stability criterion (Nise, 2004) and the yquist stability criterion (Ogata, 1997).

Unfortunately these criteria are only applicable to linear time-invariant systems. If the

system is nonlinear, or linear but time-varying, such stability criteria are not directly

applicable. The second method of Lyapunov, also called the direct method of Lyapunov,

is the most general method for determining the stability of nonlinear, and/or time-varying

systems (Ogata, 1997). This method also applies to linear time-invariant systems.

Lyapunov created two methods, called the first method and the second method, for

determining the stability of dynamic systems described by ordinary differential equations.

The first method of Lyapunov needs an explicit form of solutions of the differential

equations for the analysis. The second method of Lyapunov determines the stabil ity of a

system without solving the differential equations which is very advantageous due to the

fact that the task of solving nonlinear and/or time-varying differential equations is

normally difficult. When applied to the determination of stability of nonlinear systems,

the second method of Lyapunov usually requires considerable experience and ingenuity,

but often succeeds when other methods fail.

Consider a system (Ogata, 1997):

.
x=f(x,t)

where x E R" is state vector, and f E R" is a function of x and time t . It is assumed that

the system has a unique solution, starting at the given initial condition denoted

as ¢(t, (xo,to)), where (xo,to) is the initial state and t is time.
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Equilibrium State

If the system is linear, time-invariant, i.e., f(x,t) =Ax, then there exists only one

equilibrium state if A is non-singular and infinitely many equilibrium states if A is

singular. For nonlinear systems, there may be one or more equilibrium states

corresponding to the constant solutions of the system. Any isolated equilibrium state can

be shifted to the origin of the coordinates, i.e., f (0, t) =0 by a coordinate translation. So it

is only needed to consider the stability analysis of equilibrium at the origin.

Stability in the Sense of Lyapunov

Let a spherical region of radius ~ about an equilibrium state xe be defined as

Ilx - xell ::;; ~ , where II-II is the Eucl idean norm, and

IIx - xell = [(XI - xlJ + (x2- x2J +... + (XII - XII} ~ . Let S(5)consist of all potential initial

points xa such that Ilxa - xell ::;; 5 , and S(c) consist of all points such that

11¢(t,(xa,ta))-xell::;; E for all t > ta. An equilibrium statexe is called stable in the sense of

Lyopunov if, for any givenE, there is anS(5), such that trajectories starting inS(5) would

not leave S(E) as t grows infinitely (Ogata, 1997).

Asymptotic Stability

An equilibrium state xe of the system is called asymptotically stoble if the

equilibrium state xe is stable in the sense of Lyapunov and if every solution of

¢(t, (xo,ta)) starting within S(5) converges to xe as t grows to infinity. Asymptotical

stability is a local concept. The region in where the system is asymptotically stable is the
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domain of attraction. Every trajectory originated in the domain of attraction converges to

the equilibrium state xe and asymptotically stable. If the domain of attraction covers all of

the state space, or in other words, trajectories originated everywhere converge to the

equilibrium state xe ' the equilibrium xe is asymptotically stable in the large or globally

stable (Ogata, 1997).

Second Method of Lyapunov

The second method of Lyapunov is based on the fact that if a system has an

asymptotic equilibrium state xe ' then the stored energy of the system within the domain of

attraction decays as time grows until it reaches its minimum value at the equilibrium state

Xe ' Lyapunov designed a scalar, fictitious energy function, the Lyapunov function v(x, t).

Lyapunov function is continuous, has a unique global minimum at the equilibrium

state xe with respect to all other states, and is non-increasing for all state trajectories

X(t) in time t . The sign behaviour of the Lyapunov function v(x, t) and its derivative

.
v(x, t) give the information about stability, asymptotic stability, and instability without

solving the differential equations.

The following theorems apply to the second method of Lyapunov. They are restated

here without proof from (Ogata, 1997) .

.
Theorem4.1 For the system: x =f(x, t) with f(O, t) =0 for all t > to' if there exists a

scalar function V(x,t) having continuous, first partial derivatives and satisfying the
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.
conditions:V(x,t) is positive definite and V(x,t)is negative definite, the equilibrium state

at the origin is uniformly asymptotically stable.

.
Theorem4.2 For the system: x =r(x, t) with r(0, t) =0 for all t > to' if there exists a

scalar function V(x, t) having continuous, first partial derivatives and satisfying the

.
conditions: V(x,t) is positive definite, V(x, t) is negative semi-definite for any initial

state (xo(:;t O),to)' then the equilibrium state at the onglt1 of the system is uniformly

asymptotically stable in the large.

.
Theorem4.3 For the system: x = r(x, t) with r(o, t) = 0 for all t > to' if there exists a

scalar function V(x, t) having continuous, first partial derivatives and satisfying the

.
conditions: V(x,t) is positive definite in some regIOn about the origin and V(x, t) is

positive definite in the same region, then the equilibrium state at the origin is unstable.

4.2 Continuous-Time Sliding Mode Control

Continuous-time sliding mode control systems (CSMC) are feedback systems with

discontinuous feedback control law. The control law switches the input of the system in

order to maintain the state trajectory on a pre-specified switching hyperplane under

sliding mode. By introducing the sliding mode into the system, it is possible to achieve

stabil ity, robustness to disturbance and parametric variations.
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4.2.1 CSMC of Linear Time-Invariant Systems

Consider a linear time invariant system given as:

.
x =Ax(t)+ Bu(t) (4.1 )

where x E R" is the state vector, A E R"X
" is the system matrix, BE R"XJIl is the input

matrix with rank(B) =m , and u E Rill is the input vector. The system IS assumed

controllable. The design of CSMC can be divided into two steps: (I) design a switching

manifold so that the desired dynamics is achieved when the system is confined on it; (2)

design a control law to drive the state trajectory onto the switching manifold in finite

time and to stay on it thereafter.

Design of the Switching lVlanifold

Since the input matrix satisfies the condition rank (B) = m , matrix B can be

partitioned by reordering the state vector components as (Utkin, 1999):

(4.2)

where B1 E R(Il-III'y.1II , B2 E RIIIXJIl with rank(B2) =m . A non-singular coordinate

transformation can be defined as (Utkin, 1999):

(4.3)

With the transformation matrix T , the controllable system (4.1) can be converted to the

regular form as:
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A p
] _I [ 0 ] . .A - =TAT ,TB = . The fIrSt equatIOn of (4.4) can be

2'2 I mxm

treated as a subsystem with an intermediate input x2 • Since (A,B) is controllable, the pair

(AI!' AjJ is controllable also (Utkin, 1999), the subsystem can be stabilized using state

feedback as:

(4.5)

The closed-loop dynamics can be obtained as:

.
XI =(All -A I2 G)x j (4.6)

The eigenvalues of matrix (All - A I2G) can be arbitrarily assigned by using the pole-

placement technique (Ogata, 1994) to meet the desired dynamic requirements. The

switching function can be obtained from Equation (4.5) as:

(4.7)

Design of Control Law

A piecewise linear discontinuous control can be given as (Utkin, 1999):

u =-(ajxl + c5)sgn (s) (4.8)

where a and c5 are positive constants, sgn(sY =[sgn(sl) sgn(sJ ... sgn(sJ], and

/I

Ixl =L:Jr;l·
;=1

Stability analysis
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The stability of the CSMC system is investigated by usmg the continuous-time

Lyapunov stability theory. A Lyapunov function can be defined as:

I 7
V =-s s

2
(4.9)

Its derivative can be determined with the system model and the control law of Equation

(4.8) as:

~ = ST; = ST(G ~I+ ~2) = ST {G(A11X1+ A I2XJ+ [A 21 X1+ An x2- (alxl+ 5)sgn(s)D

= sT[(GA 11 + A21 )x1+ (GA I2 + An )x2]- (alxl + 5)sl (4.10)

:; Isll(GA 1, + A1JX1+ (GA I2 + An )x21- (alxl+ 5)sl

With respect to Expression (4.10), for any given £5 , there exists an a in Expression (4.10)

that makes the derivative v negative; this guarantees the convergence of the state

trajectory to the manifolds = O. The convergence rate can be made fast by increasing the

parameters a and £5 in the control law of Equation (4.8).

Taking consideration of disturbances and parametric variations, the linear system of

Equation (4.1) can be rewritten as:

.
x =(A+6A(t))x(t)+Bu(t)+Qw(t) (4.11)

where 6A(t) are parametric variations and w(t) E Rl are disturbances. According to Utkin

(1999), sliding modes in any manifold are invariant with respect to parametric variations

6A(t) and disturbance vector w(t) if there exist matrices AA and AQ such that:

(4.12)
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If the conditions (4.12) hold, the system of Equation (4.11) has a regular form similar to

Equation (4.4) as:

.
XI =AIIX,(t)+AI2X2(t).
x2 = A 2I xl (t)+ A 22X2 (t )+u(t)+ AAX(t)+ AQw(t)

(4.13)

A control law in the form of Equation (4.8) with a manifold of Equation (4.7) leads to a

sliding mode equation (4.6) with desired dynamics and invariance property if a additional

4.2.2 CSlVIC of Nonlinear Systems

Modeling inaccuracies have adverse effects on nonlinear control systems. They can

be classified into structural (parametric) uncertainties, and unstructured uncertainties.

Structural uncertainties correspond to inaccuracies on the terms included in the model.

Unstructured uncertainties correspond to inaccuracies of system order and external

perturbations. Two control approaches dealing with the system uncertainties are robust

control and adaptive control (Slotine & Li, 1991). A simple approach to robust control is

SMC for a nonlinear system as discussed in (Slotine & Li, 1991). Consider a nonlinear

single-input system, such that:

(4.14)

where xE R is the output, U E R is the control input, X = [x _~ ... X(Il-I)ris the state vector.

The nonlinear function f(x) is not exactly known but estimated as J(x). The estimation

enol' is assumed to be bounded by a known continuous function F(x):
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!f(x)- j(x~ ~ F(x) (4.15)

The control gain b(x) is not exactly known, but is bounded by known, possibly time-

varying or state-dependent bounds:

(4.16)

The control input enters the system dynamics multiplicatively; the estimate b(x) of

b(x)can be chosen as the geometric mean of the above bounds:

b(x) = bmin (x )bmax (x) (4.17)

The estimateb(x) is also bounded as:

jJ -1 <b(x) </3 /3= b ()/b ()- b(x) -, max X min X (4.18)

The control problem is to get state vector x to track a pre-specified time varying state

T

Xii =[Xii ;" ... X~"-I)] in the presence of modeling uncertainties on ](x) andb(x).

The tracking error is defined as x~ x - x" ~ [ xi ... xl;·')T and a time-varying

switching surface in R" state space is defined as:

s(x, t) =(~+ ).,),,-1 X=0 , )., > 0
dt

(4.19)

.
With n =2 , the switching function becomes s(x, t) =x+ A.t =0 . Similarly, with n =3, the

.. .
switching function turns into s(x, t) =x+ 2)., x+ ).,lX =O. So the switching function s is

simply a weighted sum of the components of the tracking enor vector x. Since the
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expression of s(x, t) contains ;(11-1), one only needs to differentiate s(x, t) once to make

the control input u(t) to appear, the original nIh -order tracking problem is converted to a

simpler first-order stabilization problem as:

·s(x, t) =0 (4.20)

The simplified first-order stabilization problem (4.20) can be solved through finding

control input u(t) based on the Lyapunov stability theory. The Lyapunov function for the

scalar input system (4.14) is defined as:

(4.21 )

Taking the derivative of Equation (4.21), and making it negative definite through the

selection of the control law will guarantee the asymptotic stability, that is:

· .
v(x, t) =55 < 0 (4.22)

For global stability, Equation (4.22) can be redefined as:

· .
v(x, t) =55 ~ -77151, 77 > 0 (4.23)

where I-I denotes absolute value of (-), the positive constant 77 determines the

convergence rate.

Inequality (4.23) IS also called the reaching condition which ensures the existence of

sliding mode.

To illustrate the design procedure clearly, a third-order system is adopted as an

example, that is, n =3. Design of control law is carried out in two steps. In each step

only one parametric uncertainty is considered. Firstly a control law is derived by
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setting b(x) = I . Then the control law is modified to account for uncertainties 111 the

control gain b(x).

Case 1: Control of Systems with Unit Input Gain

By settingb(x) = I, the third order differential Equation (4. L4) is rewritten as:

(4.24)

Taking the derivative of s(x,t) and combining it with (4.24) give:

(4.25)

The equivalent control ueq (t) may be defined as the continuous control law that would

maintain the sliding mode dynamics without accounting for the presence of modeLing

.
uncertainties and ex ternal disturbances. In sliding mode, by solving s(x, t) =0 , the

equivalent control is obtained as:

(4.26)

where j(x) is an estimate of f(x). In practice, the control Law has to be discontinuous

across the switching surface s(x, t) =0 to offset parametric variations and external

disturbances. To satisfy the stability condition, a discontinuous term is added to the

equivalent control, such that:

(4.27)

{
sgn(s) = I, s > 0

where sgn is a signum function, ( ) , K > O. By choosing K to be large
sgn s =-I, s < 0

enough to overcome uncertainties, the reaching condition of Equation (4.22) can be
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satisfied. The magnitude of the constant K must be increased with the extent of parametric

uncertainty. Substituting Equation (4.26) into Equation (4.27) gives:

u(t) = X~3) - j(x)- 2..1,~- ..1,2 i- K sgn(s) (4.28)

The sliding mode dynamics of Equation (4.24) may be written as:

(4.29)

Combining Equations (4.23), (4.25) and (4.28) gives:

(4.30)

Let F(x) be the upper bound on model uncertainty, the reaching condition (4.30) is

satisfied if:

K = F(x)+r; (4.31)

Case 2: Control of Systems with Uncertain Input Gains

A third-order nonlinear system with arbitrary control input gain is written as:

X(3) = f(x)+b(x)uJt) (4.32)

where UIII (t) is the modified control input. As previously mentioned, it is assumed that the

control gain b(x) is not exactly known, but has a known sign, and is bounded by some

known functions as defined in Equations (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18). The switching surface

is defined in (4.19). The objective of design is to modify the control law (4.28) and

condition (4.31) to satisfy the reaching condition of Equation (4.23).

Equations (4.24) and (4.32) are identical except that they have different input gains.

Let:
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(4.33)

From Equations (4.32) and (4.33), the derivative of the switching function becomes:

(4.34)

Since f(x) = j(x)+ j(x), Equation (4.34) can be written with Equation (4.26) as:

(4.35)

Note that time and state variables in Equation (4.35) have been omitted for clarification.

Substituting Equation (4.35) into Inequality (4.23) gives:

From the above inequality with uncertainty bounds (4.15) and (4.18), a conservative

value for coefficient K is obtained as:

(4.36)

Control law (4.33) with K bounded in Inequality (4.36) satisfies the reaching

condition (4.23). However it is discontinuous across the switching surface frequently

which results in chattering. Young, Utkin and Ozguner (1999) perceived the chattering

phenomenon as motion that oscillates about the sliding manifold due to imperfections in

the implementations of the switching curve. They believed that the chattering is produced

by two possible mechanisms: (I) the presence of parasitic dynamics such as the fast

actuator and sensor dynamics in series with the plant causes a small-amplitude high-

frequency oscillation to appear in the vicinity of the sliding manifold; (2) the switching
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non-idealities, due to time delays of the switching devices and the microprocessor code

executions, cause high frequency oscillations. In general, control chattering is highly

undesirable since it involves extremely high control activity that usually causes

mechanical actuators to wear out prematurely, or excites un-modeled high-frequency

dynamics.

Chattering Elimination

In general, chattering is undesirable, and has to be eliminated for the controller to

perform properly. This can be done by setting a thin boundary layer neighbouring the

switching function to smooth out the control discontinuity as (Slotine & Li, 1991):

\fI = {x,ls(x,t~ ~ qJ}, qJ> 0 (4.37)

where qJ is the boundary layer thickness. The sign function In the control law Um (t) of

Equation (4.33) is replaced with a saturation function as:

(4.38)

Note that if qJ ~ 0, then sat(s / fL) ~ sgn (s). In this case, the perfect tracking is achieved

in the absence of real sliding mode condition. So the control law (4.33) can be viewed as

a particular case of the generalized control law (4.38). ote also that the boundary layer

provides a trade-off between the tracking precision and the level of the control activity.
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The boundary layer can be time-varying, and through monitoring its width, insight

can be gained into uncertainties. The development of control law with variable boundary

layer is partially done in Equation (4.38). What remains is the determination of the gain

that would satisfy the Lyapunov stability condition. For a system to be stable, the

attractiveness of the boundary layer has to be maintained. When the trajectory is outside

of the boundary layer, the distance of the switching function to the boundary layer has to

decrease always, which is ensured by ~(s-cp)-::;'-lJ when s>cpand ~(s-(-cp))?lJ
dt dt

when s < -cp, that is:

(4.39)

The time derivative of the Lyapunov function of Equation (4.21) with (4.39) can be found

1
(. ) (. )• • -::;. s qJ-lJ =lsi qJ-lJ , s > cp

as v(x, t) =s s ( .) ( .) , i.e. the reaching condition becomes as:
-::;. s lJ - cp =lsi CP-lJ , s < -cp

s; -::;. ( ~-77)sl ' lsi> cp (4.40)

The reaching condition (4.40) indicates that the time derivative of the thickness of the

boundary layer is superimposed on to the reaching condition as an additional term; and if

the thickness of the boundary layer is time-invariant, the reaching condition is the same as
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(4.23); if the thickness increases(~>o). the boundary layer is getting wider, s(x,t)is

more likely trapped inside the boundary layer, the condition (4.40) is less stringent;

otherwise, if the thickness decreases ( ~ < 0), the boundary layer is getting narrower,

s(x, t) the condition (4.40) needs to be more stringent to attract s(x, t). In other words,

the existence condition is more demanding during the contraction of the boundary layer

and less demanding during the expansion of the boundary layer.

To satisfy the existence condition (4.40), an additional term - rp has to be added into

the discontinuous control law by modifying the coefficient K into K - rp, such that the

control law becomes:

(4.40)

The s -trajectories inside the boundary layer can be expressed directly from Equations

(4.35) and (4.40) as:

Every term of the right hand side of Equation (4.41) is continuous in x, the solution of

Equation (4.41) must be continuous in x as well. Thus the chattering is eliminated indeed.
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4.3 Discrete-Time Sliding Mode Control

Most SMC approaches are based on the continuous-time models with discontinuous

control action. In sliding mode, reduced-order dynamics is realized by high frequency

switching control action. The switching action is normally achieved with two options:

analog implementation and discrete implementation (Utkin, Guldner & Shi, 2009). The

analog implementation of SMC needs very fast switching devices such as power

transistors. This method lS only suitable for systems with voltage control inputs. The

discrete implementation is realized by uSll1g digital microcontrollers with a finite

sampling rate. Direct implementation of a SMC designed for a continuous time system

without modifications will introduce chattering due to the finite sampling rate. In order to

eliminate chattering, one can theoretically increase the sampling rate, which is subject to

limitations of the converting devices and can excite the unmodeled, undesirable high

frequency dynamics within them. Design of SMC based directly on discrete-time systems

is preferred.

Discrete-time sliding mode control (DSMC) can be categorized into two approaches.

In the first, the focus is on mapping CSMC systems into DSMC counterparts (Sarpturk,

Istcfanopulos & Kaynak, 1987; Gao, Wang & Homaifa, 1995). In the second, a new

control algorithm is developed based on the discrete formulation of the Lyapunov

stability condition (Furuta, 1990; Bartolini, Ferrara & Utkin, 1995; Young, Utkin &

Ozguner, 1999). Application of DVSC can be found in a wide spectrum of system types,

including nonlinear systems, multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) systems, large-scale,

infinite dimensional systems and stochastic systems (Kao, 2005). The early stage of
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DVSC were mainly implemented on SISO systems, linear systems with state feedback

and switching surfaces defined in a special quadratic form (Ignaciuk & Bartoszewicz,

2009). Then, the property of robustness of DVSC systems with respect to system

perturbations and disturbances was developed (Kao, 2005).

Compared to CSMC systems, DSMC systems have the following attributes (Gao,

Wang & Homaifa, 1995): (I) starting from any initial state, the s-trajectory moves

monotonically towards the switching plane and crosses it in finite time; (2) once the s

trajectory crosses the switching hyperplane for the first time, it will cross the hyperplane

again at every successive sampling time which results in a zigzag motion about the

switching plane; (3) the size of each crossing step is non-increasing and bounded in a

fixed width in a subspace around the switching hyperplane.

A DSMC system satisfying Attributes (2) and (3) is called a Quasi-Sliding-Mode

(QSM).The specified band containing the QSM is called the Quasi Sliding Mode Band

(QSMB) which is represented as {xl- cP < s(x) < cp}. The width of QSMB is 2cp. A QSM is

an Ideal-Sliding-Mode (ISk/) if the width of the QSMB becomes zero. A DSMC system

having all three attributes (1), (2) and (3) is said to be satisfying the reaching condition

(Gao, Wang & Homaifa, 1995).

4.3.1 Design of Discrete-Time Switching Functions

Design of a switching function is the first step in the DSMC design. The techniques

of designing switching functions are covered in (Hwang, 1992; Spurgeon, 1992; Gao,

Wang & Homaifa, 1995; Chen & Chang, 2000; Bandyopadhyay & Thakar, 2008). The
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method used for the design of switching function in continuous time is still applicable for

discrete time systems. One method for the design of a switching function has been

presented in Section 4.2.1. Another method addressed by Chen and Chang (2000) is

presented as follows.

A discrete linear time invariant (LTI) system is given as:

(4.42)

where xk E R" is the state vector, A E R"X
" is the system matrix, and BE R" is the input

matrix, Uk E Rill is the input vector. It is assumed that the pair (A,B)is controllable.

Design of a switching function is can-ied out in two stages. In stage one, a feedback gain

matrix K for the closed-loop system is designed using pole assignment technique. In

stage two, a switching function is determined based on the feedback gain matrix K .

Since the pair (A, B) is controllable, a feedback gain matrix K E R IIlXJ1 can be

obtained by assigning neigenvalues {~, Az, ... ,A.J for matrix A-BK with the following

three conditions (Chen & Chang, 2000): (1) the matrix A - BK has no common

eigenvalues with matrix A ; (2) the eigenvalues of A - BK are so chosen that the closed-

loop feedbac k system is stable and val ued as { A, , A" ... , ,1"_,,,.,1 :,,~: ,1} w i'b

A. -:f:. A.;, i = I, 2, ... , n - m, 0 < A. < I ; (3) the matrix (A - BK) is diagonal izable with m

repeated eigenvalues. Under these conditions, a switching function can be defined as:

(4.43)
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where G E RIIlXII is the switching matrix which is determined by using the feedback gain

matrix K with the following important properties (Chen & Chang, 2000), such that:

G =K(A-AIllt

GB = IIIl (4.44)

[III - B(GBt G]A has the eigenvalues {~,~, ... , All_Ill ,0, ... ,O}

Substituting Equation (4.44) into Equation (4.43) gives the switching function as:

(4.45)

4.3.2 DSMC of Linear Time-Invariant Systems

There are plenty of articles published on DSMC of linear time invariant (LTI)

systems. They cover a wide range from single-input single-output (SISO) to multi-input-

multi-output (MIMO) systems. The DSMC algorithms are implemented by using either

state or output feedbacks.

DSMC of Single Input LTI systems

Reaching Law Approach (RLA) (Gao, Wang & Homaifa, 1995) is a SMC method

first proposed for continuous VSC systems. The RLA specifies an autonomous reaching

condition, and then a SMC law is derived from the reaching condition combined with a

known model of the plant given known bounds no perturbations. For the SMC of a single

input discrete system, the reaching law is specified as:

Sk+1 =(l-qT)sk -£Tsgn(sk)' q > 0, £ > 0, 0< l-qT < I (4.46)

where T is the sampling interval. From the definition of the QSM, the state

trajectory Sk+1 must have a sign that is opposite to that of Sk • The first term of the right
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hand side of Equation (4.46) has a sign that is the same as that of Sk' To make the sign of

Sk+1 to be opposite to that of Sk ' the following condition has to be satisfied by the reaching

law, that is:

() ( ) {
(I-qT)Sk-£T<O,

Sk+1 = l-lqT Sk -£Tsgn Sk = ( )
1- qT Sk + £T > 0,

{

£T
Sk <--, Sk >0

l-qT
£T

Sk >---, Sk <0
l-qT

From the above expression, the state trajectory satisfies the following condition:

(4.47)

The QSMB is determined from Expression (4.47) as:

£T
rp=-

l-qT
(4.48)

The reaching law (4.46) satisfies the reaching condition and guarantees the stability

of the DSMC system. Given a discrete single input linear system as:

(4.49)

the control law is derived based on the reaching law of Equation (4.46) and the switching

function of Equation (4.43) as:

Sk+1 - Sk = -qTsk - £Tsgn(sk) = GAxk+GBuk - Sk =>

Uk =-(GBt' (GAXk - Sk + qTsk+ £Tsgn(Sk))

From above equation, the control law is obtained as:
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Substituting (4.50) into (4.49) gives the closed-loop dynamics of the discrete SMC system

as:

Consider the system (4.49) with perturbations:

Xk+1 =AXk+ MXk + BUk+ W k (4.52)

Applying the reaching law (4.46) to Equation (4.52), the control law is then modified as:

where 6k = G6Axk+ Gw k' With these perturbations, the structure of QSM is unchanged

and the system's invariance property holds. However the control law (4.53) is non

implementable due to the lack of knowledge of the perturbations. It is assumed

thatl6kl < rT, jar k = 0,1,. .. ,00 • To make (4.53) implementatable, 6k is replaced with £" ,

such that:

Uk = -(GB t'[GA - (l-qT)G]xk-(GAt' E!I'sgn(sk)- (GB t 1
£"

Combining the above equation with Equations (4.52) and (4.43) gives:

Sk+l =(l-qT)sk -£Tsgn(sk)+6k -£" (4.54)

In Equation (4.54), the term 6k is out of control. The term £" helps the term £T sgn(sk) to

make Sk+1 to have a sign that is opposite to that of Sk to ensure the QSM. This can be

achieved by setting£"=rTsgn(sk) whereI6kl<rT,jork=0,1,. .. ,00. The control law

(4.50) becomes:

Uk = -(GBtl[GA-(I-qT)G]xk -(GAtk+r)Tsgn(sk) (4.55)
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With the control law of Equation (4.55), the closed-loop dynamics of the system of

Equation (4.52) becomes:

(4.56)

DSMC of Multi-Input-Multi-Output LTI System

Chang (2002) addressed a DSMC for Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO) LTI

systems which uses the switching function of Equation (4.43) to design a DSMC law that

can result in a given rate of convergence. Consider a discrete LTI system model with

matched uncertainty, such that:

(4.57)

where xk E Rn
, Uk E Rill, and rank (B) = m . The matched uncertainty satisfies:

(4.58)

where II-II represent the Euclidean norm, do and d l are positive constants. The switching

surface is defined from Equation (4.43) as:

Sk =Gx k =K(A-Alntx k =0, GE R IIlXl1 (4.59)

where G = K(A - AI,J', GB = 1
111

,and where lin - B(GBtG jA has the eigenvalues

{AI' ~"'" An-Ill ,0,'" ,O}. For the controller design, the following conditions need to be

satisfied (Chang, 2002):

Condition Cl: The matrix A - BK has no common eigenvalues with matrix A .
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Condition C2: The eigenvalues of A - BK are chosen such that the closed-loop feedback

system is stable and valued as {~, A-.z, "', A,'-III' A, "', A} with A:;t Ai" i =1,2,.· ',m ,

O<A< I.

Condition C3: The matrix A - BK can be diagonalized with m repeated eigenvalues.

Further to conditions Cl to C3, the dynamics of the equivalent motion? becomes:

(4.60)

For the system of Equation (4.60), the Lyapunov function is defined as v(xJ =Iisk II.

The global asymptotic stability of system of Equation (4.60) is guaranteed by:

(4.61)

A smoothing boundary layer is designed with Expression (4.58) and condition C2,

such that:

(4.62)

The control law is in turn defined as:

II:: II' Iisk II > CfJk

~,llskll < CfJk
CfJk

(4.63)

7 Form the nominal system of Equation (4.57) and the switching function of Equation
(4.59), the equivalent control can be obtained as:

Sk+1 =GX k+1 =0 => GAx k + GBu k =0 => u eqk =-(GBt'GAx k Substituting the

equivalent control into the nominal system of Equation (4.57), with G =K(A-AIllt ,
gives the equivalent dynamics.
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where K is the feedback gam matrix; A is one of the m repeated eigenvalues. The

dynamics of the s-trajectory by combining Equations (4.57), (4.59), and (4.63) becomes:

(4.64)

When the s-trajectory is outside of the boundary layer, i.e., Ilskll > qJk' such that:

Substituting the above equation into Equation (4.64), the s-trajectory becomes:

(4.65)

Taking the Euclidean norm of (4.65) with Expression (4.58) and the boundary layer

defined in Expression (4.62) gives:

This condition

IISk+111 < Allskll is satisfied with 0 < A< I from above. The s-trajectory shrinks to the

boundary layer of Expression (4.62) with the shrinking rate governed by the positive

constantA. When the s-trajectory gets inside the boundary layerBk, i.e.,llskll < qJk' the s-

trajectory from Equations (4.57), (4.59) and Expression (4.63) as:

(4.66)

The above analysis indicates that the s-trajectory approaches the boundary layer in a finite

number of steps and finally stays inside the sliding region.

Adaptive DSMC of LTI system
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Song and Huang (2007) proposed a DSMC algorithm based on the reaching law

approach with on-line adaptive estimation of uncertainty. Consider a single input,

uncertain discrete-time dynamical system:

(4.67)

where x E R" is the state vector; A E R 'IXII is the system matrix; BE R" is the input vector;

.0.A, .0.B are the corresponding uncertainties on in matrix A and the vector B , respectively;

u is scalar input; w(e) is external disturbances.

The sliding surface is defined as

(4.68)

where G E R 1XJ1 is the switching surface vector. A Lyapunov function is defined as vk =ISk I.

A control law is determined using RLA to ensure the stability such that Vk+1 ::; vk ' as:

(4.69)

where E > 0, T is the sampling period, 0 < JL < 1and Pk =
I, ISkl> ET

1+ JL

2,ulskl, ISkl::; ET
ET 1+ JL

The

reaching law itself can ensure the s-trajectory to reach the sliding surface of Equation

(4.68) asymptotically. The control law is derived by combining the system model of

Equation (4.67), the sliding surface of Equation (4.68) and the reaching law of Equation

(4.69) as:

(4.70)
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where elk = G(~AXk + ~BUk + W k) is the uncertain part of the s-trajectory, and dk is the

estimated value of elk determined through a recursive process as:

(4.71 )

where IAI < I, d = d - (7 is the estimation error on s-trajectory between the measured s

value and the reaching law as:

(4.72)

A modified reaching law can be obtained from the estimation error (4.72) as:

(4.73)

Equation (4.73) can be interpreted as the modified reaching law consisting of the s

dynamics and the estimation error dynamics. The estimation error dynamics is decoupled

from the s-dynamics, that is, it is reasonable to represent the reaching law as:

(4.74)

With the definition elk = dk + elk ,it can be determined from (4.71) and (4.74) that:

52.k+1= (lk = dk - (dk_1+dk_I)- Al(dk_1+dk_I)- (d'_2 + dk-J = elk - dk-I - A(dk_t - elk_J, so:

If the condition lelk - elk-II < m holds for all k and some positive constant m , then

5 2.k+1 =1;q<2mholds for allk. The amplitude ofmis dependent on varying rate of the

estimation error dynamics. The estimation error converges to zero asymptotically if the

uncertainty is constant or slow varying.
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From Equations (4.71) and (4.74), if Sik > ET then:
1+ ,LL

Sl.k+,+SIk =(I+,U)SIk-ET>(I+,LL)IET -ET=O
+,LL

Sl.k+1 - Sl.k =(U-I)Slk - ET < (fl-I) lET -ET < 0
+,LL

If Sl.k <-~ then from Equations (4.71) and (4.74):
1+ ,LL

Slk+1 + Sl.k = (t + fl)Slk +ET < (I + fl ( - 1:T,LL )+ET = 0

SI.k+1 -Slk =Vl-I)sl.k +ET > Vl-I( - 1~J+ET > 0

(4.76)

(4.77)

If -~:::; Slk < othen from Equations (4.71) and (4.74):
1+ ,LL

If 0:::; SIk:::; ET then from Equations (4.71) and (4.74):
1+ fl

Sl.k+1 + Sl.k =(1 + fl)Sl.k - 2,uls l.kl sgn(Sl.k) =(1- fl)SLk ::::: (1- flfJ =0

SLk+1 - SLk =(u -1 )SLk - 2f l lsLk isgn (Slk) =-(I + ,LL)SLk :::; -(I + ,LL fJ =0
(4.79)

All the expressions from (4.76) to (4.79) imply ISl.k+112 :::; ISlkl2 which means that

as k ~ 00, SI converges to zero. From the analysis of both the s-dynamics and the

estimation error dynamics, it can be concluded that the system of Equation (4.67) with

control of Equation (4.70) and the recursive uncertainty estimation of Equation (4.71) is

asymptotically stable.
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DSMC of MIMO LTI Systems Using Multi-Rate Output Feedback

A state observer can be used when all of the states are not available. Theoretically

the state estimation error from an observer asymptotically approaches zero in finite time.

Multirate output feedback (MROF) can be used in place of a state observer to compute

the state. In MROF, the measurement of the output and the computation of the control

input take place at different rates. The output is measured at a faster rate than the control

input. The computed state error from MROF is zero at the next control input sample time

(Waterman & Nonami, 20 I 0). Janardhanan and Bandyopadhyay proposed a control

algorithm using the MOF strategy for achieving quasi-sliding mode in discrete-time LTI

systems with bounded unmatched uncertainties.

Consider the discrete-time system representation for a sampling rate of r second:

X k+1 = Arxk + Brll k + Drw k

Yk =CXk

(4.80)

where x E R" is the state vector, II E Rill is the input vector, y E RfJ is the output vector, and

WE R" IS bounded disturbance vector, with matrices

controllable and the pair (Ar,C) is observable. The matching condition

rank(B r) = rank(B riDr) may not be satisfied. The switching function is defined as

[ ]T G 0 Rill G RIIIXIl d GB . d . I dSk = Sik S2k" 'SlIIk = xk = ,s E ,E an r IS assume non-smgu ar an

the disturbance is bounded:
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d l ::;dk =GDdw k ::;d"

d _ dl +d"
0- 2

d = d" -dl

1 2

McMaster university - Mechanical Engineering

(4.81)

where d l = [dll dl, •.• dl", r, d" = [dIll d", ... d"",r.The objective of the control is to achieve

quasi-sliding mode by steering the system states to the vicinity of the sliding

modes k =0 such that once the states enter the neighbourhood of the switching surface,

stay thereafter.

For state observation a fast output sampling is performed (Bandyopadhyay & Thakar

2008) and the system of Equation (4.80) is resampled at f.. =r / N , where the

integer N 2 0, and 0 is the observability index8 of the system (A, B, C) , such that:

X k+1 =AXk +Bu k +Dw k

Yk = CX k

(4.82)

The output measurements are taken at time instants t = If.., I = 1,2,"', N -I . The control

input u(t), kr::; t ::; (k + I)r is constructed as a linear combination of the last N output

measurements, that is:

Y(kr-r)

Y(kr-r+ f..)

y(kr-f..)

(4.83)

8 The observability index 0 of a linear time-invariant discrete system of Equation (4.82) is the smallest

natural number for which is satisfied that rank (0
0

) = rank (0
0
+

1
) where:

0
0

= [C CA CA 2 CA o
-

1
]
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The multirate system with the input sampling time of r and the output sampling time of

f.. is denoted as:

X k +1 = Arxk +Bru k +Drw k

Yk+l = COxk + Dau k + Eo W k

(4.84)

C

CA

whereCa = CA 2

CAN-I

o
CB

E R(pN)XJI ,Do = CAB + CB

o
CD

E R(pN)xm ,Eo = CAD + CD E R(pN}<./ .

The system state xk can be approximately constructed from the past output Yk by using

the second equation of Equation (4.84):

(4.85)

Substituting (4.85) into the first equation of Equation (4.84) gives the relationship

between xk and Yk as:

(4.86)

Equation (4.86) W k-I is not known, but its bounds are assumed known. The bounds on

the state xk is calculated as:

The estimation of

(4.87)

The relationship between xk and xk is derived with (4.86) and (4.87) as:
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(4.88)

The estimated sliding manifold can be defined as:

(4.89)

Following the state estimation of Equation (4.88), a quasi-sliding mode control law can

be proposed as stated in the following theorem (Janardhanan & Bandyopadhyay, 2006).

Theorem4.4: A multirate output feedback based control law is defined as:

(4.90)

(4.91)

where1>i is the component of the vector ¢ which sets the widths of the quasi-sliding mode

smoothing boundary layers, and K =diag(k l ,k2 ,",k,Jwith:

and:

au-a,a =----"---'-
I 2

a +a
aD = u 2 I = GA ,1 0

a, :::; a k =GA,LII,w k :::; au

(4.92)

(4.93)
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The controller of Equation (4.90) achieves quasi-sliding mode for the discrete-time

system of Equation (4.84); that is, for any initial statexo ' there exists an index k'such

that x k E n en for all k > k" where n is the quasi-sliding mode defined

as n = {xllsk I < ¢}.

Proof: Define a Lyapunov function Vik = Si~' i = 1,2," ·,In. The control law (4.90) shall

decrease the Lyapunov function monotonically, that is, the reaching condition is:

(4.96)

where 6.Sik is the it" component of the vector L1Sk . L1Sk can be calculated from (4.88) as:

(4.97)

Substituting Equations (4.84), (4.88) and (4.90) into Equation (4.97):

L1Sk = (GA rL",w k-1 - GA rlo)+ (Glo- GL",w k)+ (d k - do)- Kf",r (Sk' ¢)

= (ak_1-aO)+(bo-bk)+(dk-do)-KfslII(Sk'¢)

Rearranging Equation (4.98):

(4.98)

(4.99)

Substituting from Equation (4.9 I):
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From Equations (4.81), (4.93) and (4.94), then:

(4.100)

To determine if the stability and the reaching condition (4.96) are satisfied, the three cases

associated with the saturation function, that is, Sik > rA, Sik < -¢iandlsik!:S; ¢i' have to be

considered as follows:

(I) For Sik > ¢i' from Equation (4.100):

and from Expression (4.101):

From the left half of the above expression:

these imply that:

The stability condition is satisfied.

(2) FOrS'k <-¢i' from (4.100):

(4.102)

and from (4.101):
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From the right half of the above expression and Expression (4.95):

2S;k + 6.S jk < -2¢; + (a, + h, + d))j + k; < O.

These imply:

(4.103)

The stability condition is satisfied.

(3) For ISjk IS; ¢;, from (4.100):

$"., =(1- ~ )", + (3,_, -3,), + (h, - h,), + (d, -d,l,

From Equations (4.88), (4.89) and (4.94), the above equation can be rewritten,

withsk =Gx k , as:

s"., =(1- ~}" + (3,_, -3,), + (d, - d,l, =0

ISjk+ll S; I¢; - k;1 ~~ + I(ak-l - ao);/ + I(dk - do );1 S; I¢; - k;1 + (a, + d 1);

If ¢; > k;, with (4.92) the expression (4.104) becomes:

If ¢; < kj , with (4.95) the expression (4.104) becomes:

If¢j =k j , with (4.92) the expression (4.104) becomes:

(4.104)

(4.105)

(4.106)

(4.107)
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From Expressions (4.105), (4.106) and (4.107), it can be concluded that the

condition!sik+l! < (A is satisfied. This proves that a quasi-sliding mode is obtained in the

system using multirate output feedback.

4.3.3 DSMC of Non-Linear Systems

Most plants in industry have nonlinearities. Sliding mode control of nonlinear

systems has therefore drawn great attention within control community.

DSMC of Single Input Nonlinear System

Misawa (1997) presented a DSMC method with a boundary layer generated by a

saturation function without requiring either matched uncertainties or smooth functions.

The boundary layer is attractive. The thickness of the layer is bounded with mild

conditions so that global stability is guaranteed.

Consider a single-input nonlinear system:

~(t) =f(x)+ g(x)u(t)+ L1f (4.108)

where f(X)E R" is a known function, g(X)E R" , ME R" , u(t) is the scalar input,

X(t)E R" is the state vector. The uncertainty L1f is assumed to be bounded by constants or

time-varying bounds of functions of the states, the known inputs, or by explicitly known

functions of time. The input gain vector is defined as g(x) =g(x)L1g with g(x) E R" being a

known function. The scalar uncertainty L1g is assumed to be bounded such that:

1/ f3 < L1g < f3 for f3 ? I (4.109)
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The objective of the tracking control is to find a control law such that the system

trajectory x(t) would follow the desired trajectory x" (t). The tracking enor is defined as:

x(t) = x" (t) - x(t) (4.110)

The sliding manifold is defined as:

s(x(t)) =0 (4.111)

It should be chosen such that s(x(t)) is a function of all of the elements of the error

vector x(t), and the equivalent dynamics, ~(t) =[I - g(x{as g(X)]-1 as ]r(x)9is stable.
tax ax

The smoothing boundary layer is defined as:

(4.112)

The difference in reference trajectory between consecutive samplings is defined as:

(4.113)

It is assumed that the reference trajectory X"k is always finite and the Euclidean norm of

the rate of change of the reference trajectory between consecutive sampling I,0,X" I is

bounded, and the following norm is bounded also:

Ip· ,0,X"k I=Ip· X dk
+

1- X"k I~ r
k,0,t k,0,t .,,,

(4.114)

9 The equivalent dynamics is obtained by:

s(x(t)) =0~ ;(x(t)) =0~ as ~ =0~ as [r(x)+ g(x)u(t)] =0~ ueq(t) =-[~g(x)]-I as r(x)
ax ax ax ax

~ ~(t)=[I_g(x{as g(x)]-I as]r(x)
tax ax
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Pk is the partial derivative of the sliding manifold and defined as:

(4.115)

The discrete-time sliding surface is obtained by approximating the continuous time

counterpart of Equation (4.111) in its tangent plane using Taylor series expansion:

(4.116)

where (}k is the approximation error and is assumed to be bounded as:

(4.117)

The discrete-time state vector model is obtained by using the Euler forward difference as:

; = X ik+1 - X ik + 0. for i = I ? ... n
Ik /),t Ik ,-"

(4.118)

where /),t is the sampling period and O;k represent the numerical approximation errors

which are assumed to be of the order of /),t, that is:

(4.119)

The discrete-time model can be obtained by discretizing the continuous-time

counterpart of Equation (4.108) by using the Euler forward difference of Equation (4.118):

.
Xk +1 =xk + /),t x =xk + /),tf(x k )+ /),tg(x k )uk + /),tak (4.120)

where a k is the lumped uncertainty with ai = [a1k a 2k •.• a llk ] , and is a function of time,

exogenous inputs, states and is defined as:

(4.121 )

It is assumed that ak is bounded as:
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It is further assumed that the system is controllable and the measurement of all state

variables is available or otherwise obtained using state observers.

The discrete-time control law is derived based on the discrete-time Lyapunov

stability theory. The Lyapunov function is chosen to be v k = s; . The reaching condition

of sliding mode is Vhl < vk ' that is, S;+1 < s; , and can be further written with

I'..Sk = Sk+1 -Sk as (Misawa, 1997):

(4.123)

Now I'..sk is calculated by combining Equations (4.110), (4.116) and (4.120):

where Uk = (Jk - I'..tPka'k' and argument xkhas been dropped for clarity. Substituting from

Expression (4.123) and Equation (4.124) with g(x)=g(x)l'..gand assumingpkg(x) > 0 ,

then rearranging Equation (4.123), for Sk > 0:

For Sk < 0:

Pkl'..X tlk Pkf Uk 2Sk Pkl'...x 1k
-=....::'--~---+ + A <Uk < '-
I'..tpkgl'..g Pkgl'..g t.tpkgt.g t.tpkgt.g t.tpkgt.g

pJ Uk--+---"--
Pkgt.g t.tpkgt.g
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The control law is defined as the combination of a continuous part and a switching

part:

(4.127)

where Clk is model based and is further defined as:

(4.128)

Substituting Equations (4.127) and (4.128) into Expressions (4.125) and (4.126),

respectively, and with vk = O'k - L1tPkhk gives, for Sk > 0:

(4.129)

for Sk < 0:

(4.130)

The switching control law Uk has to be chosen such that asymptotic stability is guaranteed

in the presence of uncertainties, that is, Expressions (4.129) and (4.130) both have to be

satisfied to ensure the stability of the uncertain system of Equation (4.120). Using the left

half of Expression (4.129) and the right half of Expression (4.130), the switching control

law Uk can be determined as (Misawa, 1997):
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The new parameter q is defined as:

(4.131)

q= (4.132)

The expression (4.132) can be rewritten as:

(4.133)

(4.134)

where sup and inf are the supremum and the infimum, respectively. Equations (4.133)

and (4.134) can be satisfied by selecting q as:

(4.135)

Combining (4.127), (4.128), (4.131) gives the control law as:

(
[32+ I )A ([32-1)IA I () [3K (s)Uk = -- Uk + -- Uk sgn Sk +-A sat - ,

2[3 2[3 Pkg qJ
(4.136)

Note that the control law of Equation (4.136) is determined by using Expressions

(4.129) and (4.130) with the width qJ of the boundary layer in (4.112) undefined.
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Expressions (4.129) and (4.130) can also be used to determine the width rp of the

boundary layer as follows. For Sk > rp:

I ~ vk 2sk 1 A Vk . f( 2Sk J 2rpu <-u + + =>u --u - <m =-----'--
k f:.g k f:.tp kgf:.g f:.tp kgf:.g k f:.g k f:,tp kgf:.g f:.tp kgf:.g f:.tp kgf:.g

Solving the above expression by substituting from Equation (4.136) gives:

For Sk < -rp:

(4.137)

Solving the above expression by substituting from Equation (4.136) gives:

f:.t { [( f:.g p2 +1J f:.o /3" -I] }rp>- Pkg 1---- {ik+~--tltkl +TJ+f:.gPK
2 p 2 P 2

Expressions (4.137) and (4.138) can be combined into:

(4.138)

where
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With the positive constant K defined in Equation (4.131), without loss of generality,

selection of K = 1J + 2£, £ > 0, the boundary layer width qJ in Expression (4.139) can be

determined as:

(4.140)

With control law (4.136) and the smoothing boundary layer thickness of Expression

(4.140), the stability condition, S;+I < s; , is satisfied outside of the boundary layer and the

smoothing boundary layer with thickness qJ is attractive. All trajectories in the state space

will converge to the smoothing boundary layer despite uncertainties in the system.

However this convergence does not imply the system is stable. For instance, the system

trajectory is bounded inside the boundary layer, but the thickness of the boundary grows

unbounded.

As discussed above, the control law of Equation (4.136) and the boundary layer

thickness of Expression (4.140) only guarantee the system trajectory converging to the

boundary layer. In order to make the system asymptotically stable, boundedness of the

thickness of the boundary layer has to be realized.
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For the system of Equation (4.108) with all assumptions mentioned above, further

assuming that the system is bounded, such that:

P f<y O<y- <pg~<y+
k - pf ' PI! - k - PI! (4.141 )

Taking the absolute value of (4.128) and substituting from Equation (4.114) and

Expression (4.138):

(4.142)

The infimum of the thickness of the smoothing boundary layer from Expression (4.140)

can be obtained as:

Taking the absolute value of the above equation and substituting from Expressions (4.141)

and (2.142) give:

11",",1,; ~ {Ip,gl~: -1 )[(3/1' + I)u,I+(O' -1),1, sgn(s,l]+ (1 + /I'n+ 2/1'6} =>

(4.143)

Itpinf I~ ~ [(;3" -I) y~1! (r'd + Yp! )+ (I + fJ~ 'n + 2fJ2c]
Ypg

It is proved that the thickness of the smoothing boundary layer is bounded provided that

the assumptions of (4.109), (4.114), (4.131) and (4.141) are held. The thickness of the

smoothing boundary layer (4.143) indicates that the sampling period, the bounds of

modeling errors and the command signal are factors affecting the tracking quality of the

discrete-time sliding mode controller. Conversely, smaller sampling period and bettering
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modeling can reduce the thickness of the boundary layer and improve the tracking

accuracy.

If the input gain vector g(x) in Equation (4.108) is exactly known, so that t1g = I and

f3 in Expression (4.109) is set to one. The control law of Equation (4.136) and the

thickness of the smoothing boundary layer (4.143) can be simplified as:

(4.144)

Inside the boundary layer, from (4.124):

Substituting from Equation (4.141) into the above equation gives:

Sk+1 =-_c- Sk +t1t(~-Pkhk) => ISk+11 s _c-ISkl+t1tl~-Pkhkl =>
1] + C t1t 77 + C t1t

Sk+1 S-c-ISkl+ t1t 17
1]+c

The above expression clearly verifies the boundary layer is bounded.

DSMC Based on Sliding Mode Prediction

(4.145)

Xiao, Su & Chu (2007) proposed a sliding mode prediction based DSMC algorithm

by introducing a predictive control switching function into the design of DSMC for

nonlinear systems. In their work, a sliding mode prediction model (SMPM) was created

first, and the error between the output of the SMPM model and the practical sl iding mode

value was used to make feedback corrections for the SMPM. Then a performance index
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was constructed based on the SMPM and the control law. Finally the DSMC law was

derived which ensured that the performance index was minimized.

Consider the following nonlinear coupled system, for example, n- joint rigid

robotic manipulator:

(4.146)

where XE R~/lis the state vector and is assumed measurable, 1;(.) and gi(.)are nonlinear

scalar functions, ui is scalar input. Wi, is uncertainty which may include parametric

uncertainties and external disturbances.

The design objective is to construct a no-switching DSMC lawu, which guarantees

that the state trajectory of Equation (4.146) asymptotically converges to the sliding mode.

The design task is fulfilled in two steps. Firstly a sliding surface is designed such that the

system in the sliding mode demonstrates the desired performance. Secondly, a control law

is designed to drive the states to the sliding surface and maintain on or in the

neighbourhood of the sliding surface thereafter.

The sliding surface is designed as:

(4.147)

where -I < (Ji < a is chosen to guarantee the stability and dynamic performance of ideal

sliding mode motion of the system of Equation (4.146).

A recursive switching function is designed based the sliding surface of Equation

(4.147) as:
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SlIlik+l = Sik+1 + Y;Sik' i = I,' .. ,n
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(4.148)

where 0 < Y; :::; 1. Substituting from Equation (4.146), Equation (4.148) can be rewritten as:

(4.149)

The recursive switching function of Equation (4.149) can be viewed as a prediction of the

state Sik+1 ' such that it is called a sliding mode prediction model.

Due to time variance, nonlinearity, and external disturbance, the output slIlik+,of the

SMPM will not be the same as the real switching function Sik+l . The error can be reduced

by using feedback cotTection. The etTor between the practical switching function Su and

the SMPM Silllk is feedback to correct the SMPM. The corrected SMPM output becomes

(4.150)

where ~i E R is the weighting factor, and

representation Sik = Sik - SlIlik' Equation (4.150) is rewritten as:

With the

(4.15 I)

Since state Xi.k is measurable, Sik can be calculated from Equation (4.147), and SlIli.k can

be determined from Equation (4.148), then 511lik+1can be computed as:

(4.152)

A performance index is constructed as a summation of the squared error of the

SMPM and the weighted squared control input (Xiao, Su & Chu, 2007), such that:

J i = (SlIlik+1 -Sri? + AJli~' i = I," ',n (4.153)
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where sri is sliding mode reference value. The objective of the DSMC is to keep the states

on the sliding surface, that is, sri = O. In this case, the performance index is reduced to:

l AO 1?' I; = S';'ik+1 + /l-;U;k' l = ,"', n (4.154)

where Ai is a weighting factor adjusting the relation between the closed loop output of

SMPM and the input signal.

The control objective is to find a control U;k which minimizes the performance index.

The control law can be sol ved by setting ali =0 and sol ving for an optimal Ui.k as:
aUi

i=l,. .. ,n (4.155)

From Equation (4.154), decreasing of Ai weakens the contribution of lti.k in the

performance index, such that, for the same value of performance index, more control

energy is needed. By setting A; =0, the non-optimal control is derived as:

i = I, .. ·,n (4.156)

The closed-loop dynamics of the DSMC system can be determined as follows.

Substituting from the control law of Equation (4.\ 56) and the system model of Equation

(4.146), the switching function of Equation (4.147) is rewritten as:

(4.157)

Combining Equations (4.149), (4.146) and (4.147), then:

(4.158)

Substitutina from Equation (4.158), Equation (4.\ 57) can be rewritten as:
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Because the polynomial (-I + ~;Z-l) has a root Z = ~;, 0 < ~; .:;: I , and 0 < y; .:;: I , both

terms on the right hand side of Equation (4.159) are stable, that is:

(4.160)

where I(;i and Si are the bounds of s-dynamics and the uncertainty dynamics, respectively.

The practical switching function will converge to a 1(;; + Si vicinity of the sliding surface

and stay thereafter.
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Chapter 5 Control of the Belt Drive System

In this section, a discrete-time Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller and

a Discrete-time Sliding Mode Controller (DSMC) are designed and implemented to track

the desired output of the belt drive system. DSMC is a model based control algorithm

with velocity feed forward compensation and trajectory tracking. The trajectory is

specified in terms of desired state trajectories. Tracking the desired output is realized by

tracking the states.

5.1 Design of Discrete-time PID Controller Using the SISOTool

Root locus is a graphical representation of the position and movement of the

closed-loop poles as a system parameter or a gain is varied. Root locus provides a

qualitative and a quantitative indication of the control system's performance such as

percent overshoot, settling time, peak time as well as stability. It is used to solve problems

for high order single-input-single-output systems (Nise, 2004). The root locus method

was originally developed for continuous systems. It can be extended to discrete systems

by using the z-transform in the z-domain.

The Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller is widely used in industrial

applications. Block diagrams of the continuous-time and discrete-time PID controllers are

given in Figures 51 and 52, respectively.
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U(s)
C(s)

Figure 51 Block Diagram of the Continuous-time PID Controller

£(z)
K _z_

I z-1

z-1KD--
Z

+

+

C(z)

Figure 52 Block Diagram of the Discrete-time PID Controller

The transfer function of the discrete-time PID controller is as follows:

(5.1 )
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where K p , K, and K D are the proportional, integral and derivative gains, respectively.

The proportional term provides an overall control action proportional to the error through

an all-pass gain factor. The integral term can remove steady-state error through low

frequency compensation by using an integrator. The derivative term improves transient

response by using a differentiator. Equation (5.1) can be re-written as:

The PID controller adds two poles, one at the origin and the other at Z =I , and two zeros

to be positioned according to the required performance specifications. Matlab's 5150

design tool combines the root locus and frequency response techniques to be used

concurrently for the design of compensators. By using the 5150 design tool, a DPID

compensator can be easily designed by adding two poles, two zeros and simply adjusting

of the compensator gain. With the fixed compensator poles, the compensator

gains, K p ,K, and K D , solely depend on the positions of the added zeros and the

amplitude of the compensator gain. There are many zero-gain combinations which result

in various choices of the gains K p , K, and K D • The final choice of zeros and gain should

satisfy the required control performance.

Further to Chapter 3, the transfer function of the belt drive system of Equation (3.33)

is rewritten as follows:

G(7)= 19.2
~ z~ -1.226z + 0.5311

(5.3)
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The root locus, the open-loop and the closed-loop Bode plots of the uncompensated belt

drive system are shown in Figure 53.
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Figure 53 The Root Locus and Bode Plots of the Uncompensated Belt Drive System

Using the S1SO design tool the transfer function of the DPill controller is obtained as:

G () =0.0044(Z2 - 0.4286z + 0.1349)
PID z z(z-l)

(5.4)

The DPill controller of Equation (5.4) can be written in a parallel form as:

( )
z z-1

GplD z =0.0007 +0.0031-+0.0006-
z-1 z

(5.5)

The transfer function of the closed-loop DPill controlled belt drive system can be written

as:

0.0845z2-0.03622z +0.0114

Z4 - 2.226z 3 + 1.842z2- 0.5673z +0.0 114
(5.6)

The final pole and zero locations for the closed-loop control system are obtained within

the unit circle and as follows:
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• Poles:

z =0.7247 +0.4182i

z=0.7247 -0.4182i

z=0.7550

z=0.0216

{
z =0.2143+0.2983i

• Zeros:
z=0.2143 - 0.2983i

The root locus and the Bode plots of the DPID controlled belt drive system are shown in

Figure 54.
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Figure 54 The Root Locus and the Bode Plots of the DPID Controlled Belt Drive System

The simulated step response of the PID controlled system is shown in Figure 55. The

controlled system produces 2.53% percent overshoot, 5 ms rise time, 15 ms settling time.
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Step Response of the DAD Corrpensated System
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Figure 55 The Simulated Step Response of the PID Controlled Belt Drive System

5.2 State-Space Representation of the Belt Drive System

Normally the DSMC algorithm is implemented in the state space model of the

system to be controlled. The transfer function of the belt drive system obtained through

system identification has to be converted to a state space model. Given a discrete transfer

Y(z) bz"+bz"-I+,,·+b
function-() = 0 I I II , the controllable canonical form state-space model

U Z Z" +a1z"- +···+all

can be obtained as (Ogata, 1994):

X 1k+1
0 1 0 0 X 1k 0

X 2k+1 0 0 1 0 X2k 0

+ Uk (5.7)

X Il - 1k+1 0 0 0 X Il - lk 0
X llk+1 -all -a

ll
_

1
-a

ll
_

2 -a1 x llk 1
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XI/.k

Equations (5.7) and (5.8) are the system and the output equations, respectively. For the

identified model of Equation (5.3), the state-space model becomes:

X k +1 = AX k + BU k

Yk = CX k + DUk

where A =[ °
-0.5311

(5.9)

I] [0] [19.2]TB= C= D=O1.226 ' I' 0' .

5.2.1 Controllability

According to Ogata (1994), a system is completely controllable if the system at any

arbitrary state can be moved to any other desired arbitrary state by some unconstrained

input signal in a finite time period. In other words, if the state variable is independent of

the control signal, then it is impossible to control the system state and the system is

uncontrollable. Most practical systems are controllable. Knowing the condition under

which the system is controllable is very important in control systems engineering.

Consider the state space model of the second-order belt drive system given by

Equation (5.9) as:
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where Uk is a scalar input, xk E R" is the state vector, A E R!x2 is the system matrix,

BE R!xl is the input matrix. The above system is completely controllable if the rank of its

controllability matrix equals to the order of the system. The matrix

lB: BA: .. ·: A"-1BJ is called the controllability matrix, and the condition for complete

controllability can be stated as:

ranklB:BA: ... :A"-1BJ=n (5.10)

For the belt drive system given in Equation (5.9), the controllability matrix is

obtained as:

M=[B: AB] =[°1 I]
1.226

(5.11 )

Since the controllability matrix M has full rank, the belt drive system is completely

controllable.

5.2.2 Observability

According to Ogata (1994), a system is completely observable if every initial state

Xo can be determined from the observation of Yk over a finite number of sampling

periods. In other words, if every transition of the state eventually affects every element of

the output vector, the system is completely observable. For a discrete-time linear time

invariant system, the observability matrix is defined as:

N=

C

CA
(5.12)
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To be able to uniquely extract the state vector from the measurements, the rank of the

observability matrix must be equal to the order of the system as follows:

C

CA
rank =n (5.13)

CAn-I

For our belt drive system given In Equation (5.9), the observability matrix can be

obtained as:

(5.14)

The observability matrix has the rank of 2 for the 2nd -order belt drive system. It is

completely observable.

5.3 Definition of Desired State Trajectories

The objective of trajectory tracking control is to minimize the tracking error of a

state following a desired trajectory. Normally the trajectories to be followed are low

frequency signals such as ramp or and sinusoidal signals. In this research, the trajectory to

be followed is a velocity profile defined as a low frequency sine wave. The other desired

state trajectories are then derived from the desired velocity profile.

The state space model of the belt drive system is given in Equation (5.9) as:

[ X
1k

+
l
] [ °

X U +1 - -0.5311
I ][X1k ] [0]1.226 X

2k
+ I Uk
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The desired output trajectory is given as:

Ydk =B + Asin({jj(T), k =0,1,"', N + I (5.15)

where A is the amplitude of the sine wave, B is the bias to keep the output in the linear

region, OJ is the angular frequency in radians/second, T is the sampling time. The desired

state trajectories can be calculated from Equation (5.15) and the state space model as:

X 1dk =0.0521[B + Asin({jj(T)], k =0,1"", N

X 2dk =0.0521{B + Asin[OJ(k + I)Tn, k =0,1,,,,, N

(5.16)

(5.17)

Noticed from Equations (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17), the relationships between the state

and output trajectories can be shown in Figure 56, where xIAz), X 2d (z) and Yd (z) are z-

transforms of the desired trajectory X ld , X 2d and Yd ' respectively.

Figure 56 Relationship between the State and the Output Trajectories

With A =15 , B =16 and OJ =JC, the desired output and state trajectories are shown In

Figure 57.
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Figure 57 Desired Output and State Trajectories

5.4 State Observers

The design of SMC is based on the assumption that the state vector of the system to

be controlled is available for measurement. In practice, only a few output quantities are

available for measurement. Fortunately, the state vector of a linear system can be

reconstructed from observations of the system output through a state observer. The state

observer is a subsystem in the control system that performs an estimation of state

variables based on the measurements of output. The state observer can be designed if and

only if the observability condition is satisfied, that is, the observability matrix has full

rank (Ogata, 1994). This condition is satisfied in the experimental belt drive system.

The block diagram of a DSMC system with a state observer is shown in Figure 58,

where Yd is the desired trajectory, Y is the measured output, xd is the desired state

trajectory, xis the estimated state trajectory, x is the state tracking error, u is the output

of the DSMC.
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Ydk System
Xdk + Belt Drive Yk

Model System

xk

State

Observer

Figure 58 DSMC System with a State Observer

The generation of the desired state trajectory xd from the desired output Yd using the

system model is contained in the previous subsection. The design of the state observer is

addressed as follows.

There are three types of state observers available depending on the order of the state

observers: (I) full-order state observer, (2) reduced-order state observer, and (3)

minimum-order state observer (Ogata, 1994). Full-order state observer estimates all

n state variables regardless of whether some state variables are available for direct

measurement. Reduced-order state observer estimates all unmeasurable state variables

plus some (but not all) of the measurable state variables. Minimum-order state observer

estimates only the state variables that are not measured directly.

5.4.1 Full-Order State Observer

Consider the state space model of the belt drive system given in Equation (5.9) as:

X k +1 = AX k + BUk

yk=Cxk+Duk
(5.18)
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The full-order state observer has the same order as that of the system. The full-order state

observer can be designed based on the model of the original system with minor

modifications as shown in Figure 59. The input of the state observer consists of the

control input Uk and the measured output Yk . The output of the state observer is the

estimated state xk •

D

Figure 59 Block Diagram of the Full-Order State Observer

The full-order state observer can be categorized into the prediction observer or the

CUlTent observer. In the former, the observed state Xk+1 is obtained from the measured

output and the input up to time step k. In the latter, the state Xk+1 is obtained from the

measured ou tput and the input up to the step k + I .

Prediction Observer

The prediction observer is built on the previous step input and output information.

The estimated output Yk can be obtained as:

(5.19)
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The state of the system is estimated as:
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(5.20)

where K" is the state observer gain serving as a weighting matrix. Substituting Equation

(5.19) into Equation (5.20) gives:

Xk+1 =(A - KCC)xk + (B - KeD )Uk + K"Yk (5.21)

The state estimate Xk+1 is one sampling period ahead of the measurement Yk , so the state

observer given by Equation (5.21) is called the prediction observer and the eigenvalues of

the matrix (A - KeC) are commonly called the observer poles (Ogata, 1994). Ifx k = xk '

Equation (5.21) becomes:

which is identical to the state space model of the system and the response of the state

observer is identical to the response of the original system.

Subtracting the actual state in Equation (5.18) from estimations in Equation (5.21)

gives the estimation error dynamics as:

(5.22)

whereek = x k - xk is the estimation error. The dynamic behaviour of the estimation error

is governed by the eigenvalues of matrix (A - KeC). If matrix (A - KeC) is stable, the

error vector will converge to zero for any initial en'or eo; that is, xk will converge to xk for

any initial values of Xoand xo ' Since the original system is completely observable, an

arbitrary placement of the eigenvalues of the matrix (A - KeC) is possible.
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The dynamic behaviour of the estimation error can be made adequately fast by

locating the eigenvalues of the matrix in (A - KeC) in proper positions so that the

estimation error tends to zero with an adequately fast speed. One way to obtain a fast

response is to use deadbeat response by choosing all eigenvalues of the matrix

(A - KeC) to be zero.

Feedback Gain Matrix K e

There are a few of approaches available for determining the feedback gain matrix

KJor the state observer. For the full-order prediction observer given in Equation (5.21),

a general approach to determine the feedback gain matrix K e is discussed as follows

(Ogata, 1994).

First a transformation is defined as:

(5.23)

where N is the observability matrix defined as:

N =leT :ATeT:... :(ATtleTJ

and:

(1,,_1 all _'2 (II I

(1,,_'2 (1"_3 0

w=
(II I 0 0

0 0 0

(5.24)

(5.25)
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where ai' a~, ... , all_I are coefficients in the characteristic equation of the original system

of Equation (5.18), that is, IzI - GI = Z" + al Zll-I + ... + all_I Z + all = O. Then the state vector

is defined as:

(5.26)

where ~k E R"X1
• The original system of Equation (5.18) can be rewritten with Equation

(5.26) as:

~k+1 = Q-IAQ~k +Q-1Buk

Yk = CQ~k + DUk

with [OgataI994]:

0 0 0 -all

Q-'AQ =
I 0 0 -all_I

0 0 -al

CQ=[O 0 0 I]

(5.27)

(5.28)

(5.29)

The estimated state vector is defined as:

(5.30)

where ~k E R" . Substituting Equation (5.30) into the full-order state observer of

Equation (5.21) gives:

(5.31)

Subtracting Equation (5.27) from Equation (5.31) gives the estimation dynamics as:

(5.32)
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where ek = ~k - <!k is the estimation error. From Equation (5.23), a new vector 8 E R" is

defined as:

((I I C kl 6"
0 CA k2 6,,-1

C "")) ..D

0 0 CA"-2 k
ll

_
1

82

0 0 CAli-I k
ll

81

k, ... k
II-I k,J. Substituting Equations (5.28), (5.29) and (5.33) into

Equation (5.32) gives the tracking error dynamics as:

o 0

I 0

ek+1 = 0 I

o 0

o -((II -6"
o - ((11_1 - 6,'-1

o - ((11_2 - 6,,-2 ek (5.34)

The characteristic equation IZI - Q-I (A - KeC)Q1 becomes:

Z 0 0 ((" + 5"
-I :: 0 ((11_1 + 811 _ 1

0 -1 0 ((11_2 + 811 _ 2 =0

0 0 -I Z + ((I + 81

Using minors and cofactors for the determinant, the above equation can be rewritten as:

II ( S;-) II-I ( s;- ) 11-2 ( S;-) 0Z + ((I + VI::: + ((2 + v 2 :: + ... + ((II + VII = (5.35)

It is assumed that the desired characteristic equation for the error dynamics is given as:

( )( ) ( )
II II-I 11-2 0-c-u 7_1/ ... --1/ = 7 +a 7 +a 7 +· .. +a =

..... I I .... f'2 ..... f'1I ....... I...... 2..... 11
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The desired eigenvalues Jli or the locations of the poles determine how fast the observed

state converges to the actual state of the plant. By comparing the coefficients of the equal

powers of::: in Equations (5.35) and (5.36), the following relation holds true:

3" (X"-a,,

3,,-1 (X,,_I -a"_1

= (5.37)

°2 (X2 -a2

0, (XI-al

Substituting Equation (5.37) into Equation (5.33) gives:

(5.37)

The block diagram of the full-order state observer with general form of feedback gain

matrix K e is shown in Figure 60.

D

Figure 60 Full-Order State Observer with a General Form of Feedback Gain Matrix
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The desired eigenvalues of the estimation error dynamics can be assigned in such a

way that the observer responds at least four to five times faster than the closed-loop

system (Ogata, 1994). In some applications, deadbeat response may be desired. Hence the

characteristic equation becomes z" =0, which results in a feedback gain K eas:

-a"

(5.38)

For a low order system, the observer feedback gain matrix Kecan be determined by

equating the coefficients of the same powers of z in the characteristic equation of

Equation (5.22), IzI - (A - KeC~ =0, and those of the desired characteristic equation

given by:

(7-JI)(7-j.l )"'(7-Ji )=7"+a 7,,-I+···+ a 7+a =0..... I..... :2 ..... 11 .... ,...... II-I...... 11

where Jii' i = I,''', n are desired eigenvalues of the matrix (A - KeC). For our belt drive

system 0 f Equation (5.9), K, ~ [::l the characteristic equation, 1:1 - (A - K,eJ =0, can

be obtained as:

(5.39)

The desired characteristic equation can be assigned as:

(5.40)
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By equating the coefficients of the like powers of z in Equations (5.39) and (5.40), the

full-order prediction observer gain matrix can be obtained as:

k = 1.226 - Cu, + ,ilJ
I 19.2

k = ,il\,il2 -1.226Cu, + ,ilJ+ 0.972
2 19.2

(5.41)

By setting,ill = 0.5 +0.5i , ,il2 = 0.5 -0.5i , the observer gain matrix is obtained as

K e =[0.0118 0.0128Yand the performance of the full-order prediction observer is

shown in Figure 61.

Full-Order Prediction Observer

-- Observed Output
_._._.- Measured Output
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W 35
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i
10 ~

-
I
-i~

5 ~
I

!
0

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Time(s)

0.7 0.8 0.9

Figure 61 Performance of the Full-Order Prediction Observer

Current Observer

A current observer utilizes the current measured output Yk to estimate the state Xk •

The observation process consists of two steps: (1) determination ofzk+' , an approximation
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of state X k+l , based on the observed state xk and input Uk ' (2) improving Z k+1 using the

measurement Yk+1 (Ogata, 1994).

For the completely observable system given in Equation (5.9) as:

X k +1 =AX k + BUk

Yk =CX k + DUk

The current observer equations are gi ven (Ogata, 1994) as:

(5.42)

(5.43)

Equation (5.43) predicts the Zk+1 based on the current observed state xk and inputuk at time

step k . Equation (5.42) improves the prediction Zk+1 based on the measurement Yk+l to

obtain the improved state Xk+1 •

The estimation error dynamics can be obtained by subtracting the observer

Equations (5.42) and (5.43) from the original system of Equation (5.9) as:

(5.44)

The observability matrix of Equation (5.44) becomes:

(CA)A CA
(CA)A 2 CA 2

= A (5.45)

(CA)A"-2 CA"-2

(CA)A"-1 CAli-I

To make it possible to arbitrarily place the eigenvalues of the matrix (A - KeCA), the

observability matrix in Equation (5.45) has to have a rank ofn. It is the product of the
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observability matrix of the original system and the process matrix A . It is assumed that

the original system is completely observable; its observability matrix is full rank. The

rank of matrix in Equation (5.45) solely depends on the rank of the process matrix A . If

the matrix A is full rank, the matrix (5.45) has a rank ofn. The feedback matrix Kecan be

determined using approaches presented in the previous section. For a non-singular

matrix A, the complete solution for determining the feedback gain matrix K e can be

found in (Ogata, 1994). The block diagram of the full-order current observer is shown in

Figure 62.

D

Figure 62 Block Diagram of the Full-Order Current Observer

For a low order system, the observer feedback gain matrix Kecan be determined by

equating the coefficients of the same powers of z in the characteristic equation of

Equation (5.44),lzI-(A-KeCA~=0,and those of the desired characteristic equation

given by:

(7-IL)(7-IL )... (7-11 )=7/ +a 7/- I +···+a 7+a =0..... ,.. I ..... r 2 ..... f"A"1l ...... I..... 1/-\..... II
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where j.l.i' i =l,. .. ,nare desired eigenvalues of the matrix (A-KeCA). For our belt drive

system of Equation (5.9), with K, ~ [:J
IzI - (A - KeCA~ =0, can be obtained as:

Z2 + (19.2k2 -1.226).:: -I O.2kl + 0.5311 =0 (5.46)

The desired characteristic equation can be assigned as:

the characteristic equation,

(5.47)

By equating the coefficients of the like powers of z in Equations (5.46) and (5.47), the

observer gain matrix can be obtained as:

k =0.5311- PIP2
I 10.2

k = 1.226 - (j.l.1 +JLJ
2 19.2

(5.4S)

By setting j.l.1 = 0.5 + 0.5i , 112 = 0.5 - 0.5i, the full-order current observer gain matrix can

be obtained as K e = [0.003 O.OIISY, and the performance of the state observer is

shown in Figure 63.
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Full-Order Current Observer
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Figure 63 Performance of the Full-Order Current Observer

5.4.2 Minimum-Order State Observer

Full-order state observers are designed to reconstruct all state variables. In practice,

some state variables may be accurately measured; there is no need for estimation of the

measurable variables. An observer that estimates the number of state variables fewer than

the-dimensIon of th-e statels-c-all-ed reduced=order observer. A minimum-order obs-erver is

a reduced-order observer that has a minimum-order (Ogata, 1994). It is assumed that the

state vector has the dimension of n and there are m accurately measured state variables.

The minimum-order state observer is a (n - mY" -order observer. The block diagram of a

DSMC system with a minimum-order state observer is shown in Figure 64. In the case of

the experimental belt drive system, the measurement quality is poor, making the choices

of the reduced-order and the minimum-order observers inappropriate.
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Yclk System

Model

Tranformation
Minimum- Order

Observer

Figure 64 Minimum-Order State Observer

Effects of Observer on a Closed-Loop System

In practice, the true state may not be available for measurement. The estimated state

Xk is used in the control systems. The effects of using the estimated states in place of the

real states in a control system are investigated with a state feedback control system as an

example.

A completely controllable and observable system is given as:

X k+1 =AX k + BU k

Yk = CX k + DUk

The state feedback control based on the estimated state xk is given as:

where K is the feedback control gain matrix. The dynamics of the closed-loop system is

obtained from the above two equations as:

(5.49)
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With the estimation error ek =X k - xk and its dynamics given in Equation (5.22), Equation

(5.49) can be rewritten as:

[
X k+l ] =[A-BK BK ][Xk]
ek+! 0 A-K"C ek

(5.50)

The characteristic equation for the closed-loop system of Equation (5.50) is given as:

A-BK
o

BK
=0 or

A-K"C

IA-BKIIA-K"cj=O (5.51)

The closed-loop poles of the observed state feedback control system consist of the

poles of the feedback control design and the poles of the observer design. The control

design and the observer design are independent of each other and can be considered

separately, then combined to form an observed state feedback control system.

The closed-loop poles of the feedback control system are chosen in such a way that

the control system demonstrates the desired performance. The poles of the observer are

chosen so that the response of the observer is much faster than that of the system. A rule

of thumb is the response of the observer is at four to ten times faster than the original

system. The observer is programmed in the computer. Its response speed can be increased

up to deadbeat response so that the observed state quickly converges to the real state. The

only limiting factor on the response speed of the observer is sensitivity to noise and

disturbances in the system.
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5.5 The Discrete Time Kalman Filter

The state observers presented in the previous section work well in the absence of

disturbance and noise. In practice, in the case of the belt drive system, the measurement

signals are often contaminated by process and measurement noise. Although the feedback

gain matrix K e of the state observer can be properly chosen to trade-off speed of response

for robustness to disturbance and noise, noise greatly degrades the observer performance.

A digital filter can be used in conjunction with the observer to suppress the noise at the

expense of introducing a phase shift that is highly undesirable in real-time control

applications. The Kalman filter provides an alternative observation strategy (Haykin,

1996; Welch & Bishop, 2006).

The Kalman filter was invented by R. E. Kalman in 1960s (Welch & Bishop, 2006).

A Kalman filter has two distinctive features: (I) the mathematical formulation of a

Kalman filter is a predictor-colTector method described in terms of state space

representation, (2) the solution of a Kalman filter is computed recursively. Each state

estimate is calculated from the previous estimate and the current input data. This feature

results in two advantages: (I) only the previous estimate is required, minimizing the

storage requirements; (2) the Kalman filtering is computationally very efficient. The

Kalman filter recursively estimates the state of a process contaminated with Gaussian

noise by minimizing the mean of the squared error.

Consider the second-order discrete belt drive system given in Equation (5.9). The

equations are augmented to account for noise as follows:
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X k+1 =AXk + BUk + W k

Yk =CX k + DUk + Vk

(5.52)

McMaster university - Mechanical Engineering

where Uk is the scalar input, Yk is the scalar output, wk E R" is the process noise vector,

Vk is the scalar measurement noise, A =[ °
-0.5311

1 ] is the system matrix,
1.226

[
0] [19.2]1'B = 1 is the input matrix, C = ° is the output matrix and D =°is the direct feed

through matrix.

The noise is assumed to be uncorrelated, zero mean with normal probability

distributions,

{

R k = .
E(vk v~) = k ~. It is further assumed that the process noise covariance matrix Q

Ok*- ]

and the measurement noise covariance matrix R are constant for each iteration step. xk is

an unknown 2 x I state vector to be estimated through output observation Yk and input Uk •

The Kalman filtering problem is stated as using the entire observed data consisting

of Y" Y2' "', Yk to find for each j:2: 1the minimum mean squared error estimate of the

states x j' The problem is called a filtering problem if j =k , a prediction problem if

j> k and a smoothing problem if I S j < n (Haykin, 1996).

The Kalman filter estimates a process by using a form of feedback control, that is, it

estimates the process state at some time and then obtains feedback in the form of

measurements. The Kalman filter equations fall into two groups: the time-update
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equations and the measurement-update equations (Welch & Bishop, 2006). Each of these

groups works separately in two individual steps in a single operation cycle: the prediction

step and the correction step.

In the prediction step, the Kalman filter uses the time-update equations to predict the

state of the process based on the previous state estimation and the process model. The

state and the error covariance matrix obtained in this step are the a priori estimation for

step k . In the cOITection step, the Kalman gain is first calculated. Then the measurement

update equations are used to incorporate a new measurement into the a priori estimation

to obtain an improved a posteriori estimation.

Let Xk1k-l to be the a priori state estimate at step k given the knowledge of the process

prior to step k , xklk to be the a posteriori state estimate at step k given measurement Yk ,

eklk-l to be the a priori estimation etTor defined as:

(5.53)

Let ek1k to be the a posteriori estimation etTor defined as:

(5.54)

The a priori and the a posteriori estimation error covariance matrices are obtained as:

Pk1k-l = E[ek1k-leflk-l j

Pk1k = E[eklkef1k]

(5.55)

(5.56)

The a priori state estimation IS obtained from the process equation with the prevIOus

a posteriori state estimation and input as:
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(5.57)

The a posteriori state estimation Xk!k is computed as a linear combination of the a priori

state estimation Xk1k-l and a weighted difference between the actual measurement Yk and the

measurement prediction hlk-I as:

(5.58)

(5.59)

The difference Yk - YW-I in Equation (5.58) is called the filtering innovation or residual,

which reflects the discrepancy between the actual measurement Yk and its prediction

value Ykik-I' The 2x I matrix K k is the Kalman gain aiming to minimize the a posteriori

estimation error covariance matrix of Equation (5.56). Substituting Equations (5.59),

(5.58), (5.53) and (5.52) into Equation (5.55), then the a posteriori error covariance

matrix Pw becomes:

Pk1k = E{[xk -xklk_I-Kk(Yk -Cxklk-l-Duk)][Xk -Xk1k-l -Kk(Yk -CXk1k-l-DuJY}

=E{[Xk - Xk~k_1 - K k(Cxk+ DUk+ Vk.- CXk~_1 - Duk)] }

X[xk - xW-1- K k(Cxk+ DUk + Vk - CXklk_1 - Duk)Y

{

[(Xk - xklk-1)- K k(C(xk- xklk-I)+ V k)] }
=E

X [(x k -xklk_I)-Kk(C(xk -Xkik-I)+ vJY

=E{[eW_1- K k(CeW_1+ vk)][ek1k _1 - K k(Cekik_1+ vk)Y}

=E{[ekik _1 - KkCek1k-l + K kvJerlk-1 -erlk_ICTK / + v/K/D
=Pkik -I - Pkik_,CTK/ - KkCPkik _1+ Kk(CPklk-lCT + R)K/
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The optimal Kalman gain K k , which minimizes the a posteriori en-or covariance matrix,

can be obtained by taking the derivative of Equation (5.60) with respect to the Kalman

gain K k and setting the term to zero. This is equivalent to minimizing the trace of the a

posteriori error covariance matrix, i.e. setting the trace derivative (Petersen & Pedersen,

2008) of Equation (5.60) to zero, noting that Pk and R are symmetric matrices, that is:

a~ Tr(Pklk )= a~ Tr[PkVc_I-PkIHCTK~ -KkCPklk-l +Kk(CPklk_,CT +R)Kn
k k

=-PkIHCT -(CPk1k-J + [Kk(CPkVc_lCT +Ry +Kk(CPkIHCT +R)] (5.61)

=-2Pw-,CT + 2K k (CPk1k-lCT
+ R)

=0

From Equation (5.61), the optimal Kalman gain is obtained as:

(5.62)

Substituting Equation (5.62) into Equation (5.60) gives the a posteriori en-or covariance

as:

(5.63)

The a priori error covariance matrix is calculated from Equation (5.55) as:

PW-1 = E[eW_le~luJ =El(xk - Xk1k -1XXk - Xk1k-J J

=E[(xk - AXH1k_1- BUH XXk - AXH1H - BUH t]
= E[(Ae HVc_1 + W k-l XAeH1H + W k-l Y]

(A TAT A I' T AT I' )= E ek-IVc-leHIH + ek_1w k_1 +wkek_1 +Wk_1Wk_1

= APk-IIH A I' + Q
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The overall Kalman filtering operation can be viewed as an iterative prediction-

correction process as shown in Figure 65. After each time-update and measurement-

update cycle, the filtering process is repeated by using the process model with the current

a posteriori estimate and input to predict the new a priori estimate. This recursive

feature makes the Kalman filter computationally efficient.

Time Update (Pr ediction)

XklH = AXH1H + BUH

PkIk -1= APHk_1A
T +Q

1
Initial Estimates k~k+1

Measurent Update (Correction)

Xk1k =XklH + Kk(Yk - YW-I)
Pkik =(I-KkC)PklH

K = PklHC
T

k T
CPW_1C + R

Figure 65 The Ongoing Kalman Filter Cycle

The Kalman Filter Parameters Tuning

To implement the Kalman filter algorithm, the initial conditions such as the initial

estimate, including the state xOrJ and the error covariance matrix PorJ , the process noise

covariance matrix Q and the measurement noise covariance R are needed. However, the

initial conditions of the process may not be known precisely.

In the absence of any observed data, the initial state may be chosen from its mean

value which produces an unbiased estimate (Haykin, 1996). The initial estimation error

covariance matrix P~o can be chosen as CI where C is a large constant (C should not be

too large as it can cause premature convergence with the Kalman gain going and

remaining at zero) and I is an 2 x 2 identity matrix.
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The measurement noise covariance R is usually measured prior to the operation of

the filter. Some off-line measurements, for example, a constant input can be taken to

determine the variance of the measurement noise.

The determination of the process noise covariance matrix Q is more difficult since it

can not be observed directly. If the process measurement is reliable, selection of matrix

Q with enough uncertainty can produce acceptable results even with a poor model

(Welch & Bishop, 2006).

Superior filter performance can be achieved by tuning the filter parameter Q and R .

The tuning is usually carried out off-line. The filter innovation used to correct the

a priori estimate also provides the starting point for checking the filter operation. A

necessary and sufficient condition for a Kalman filter to be optimal is that the residual is

zero mean and white. The Kalman gain of Equation (5.62) with the a priori error

covariance matrix of Equation (5.64) provide guidance to the tuning of the Kalman filter

parameters Q and R .

In conditions where Q and R are constant, the estimation covariance and the Kalman

gain will stabilize quickly and then remain constant (Welch & Bishop, 2006). If the noise

covariance matrix Q is too large, the Kalman gain K k will be too large, and as a result

the estimate has a tendency to follow the measurements "too much", and the estimate will

bounce a lot. R has an opposite effect to that of Q, that is, with a larger R the estimate

will be more dependent on the model. The parameters Q and R can be adj usted to make

the filter tighter or more relaxed. A tighter filter is resulted from a large R and small Q ,
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and the estimated state is weighted more to the model. On the other hand, a relaxed filter

with a small Rand largeQ will more closely follow the measurement (Cadet, 2010).

For our belt drive system, the performance of the Kalman filter with the covariance

matrices tuned, Q =[0.0000
1

0] and R =2, is shown in Figure 66.
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5.6 Design of a DSMC Tracking Controller

Consider the discrete-time state space model of the belt drive system given in

Equation (5.52)(162) and written as follows:

Xk+1 =AXk +Buk +Wk

Yk =Cxk+Duk+Vk
(5.65)
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where wk is 2 x I process nOise vector, vk is a scalar measurement noise,

[

0
A=

-0.5311

completely controllable and completely observable. A DSMC is designed by uSing

Misawa's DSMC strategy [Misawa 1997a] as follows. The design is carried out in two

steps: (I) a switching function is designed in such a way that the dynamics of the system

demonstrates a desired performance; (2) a DSMC law is designed that forces the state

trajectory of the system to reach the switching hyperplane defined by the switching

function and slide on it thereafter.

5.6.1 Design of Switching Function

The system equation in (5.65) is the controllable canonical form. An advantage of

the controllable canonical form is that it is convenient for the design of a switching

function. In the controllable canonical form, a state space model can be partitioned so that

the control input is disconnected from some of the state variables. These state variables

(independent of the control inputuk ) form an unforced subsystem. A switching function

is then easily designed for the unforced system by using the pole-assignment technique.

For stabilization of the nominal system of Equation (5.65) a switching function is

defined as:

(5.66)
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where G =[8, 82] is the switching vector. By setting 8\ = I , Equation (5.66) can be

rewritten as:

(5.67)

The nominal system of Equation (5.65) can be partitioned as:

(5.68)

Using of the internal square brackets in Equation (5.68), although unnecessary for the

single-input second-order system, is to reflect that the individual elements may become

proper dimensional vectors or matrices for multiple-input higher order systems. Equation

(5.68) is decomposed as:

X\k+\ =Xu

X 2k+1 = -0.531Ix'k +1.226x2k + Uk
(5.69)

Substituting Equation (5.67) into Equation (5.69) gives:

(5.70)

Since the pair (A, B) is completely controllable, the closed-loop system of Equation (5.70)

is completely controllable also and its pole can be placed at a desired location by means

of state feedback through an appropriate constant 82 . If 82 satisfies the

conditionO < --'- < " that is 82 < -', the system of Equation (5.70) is stable. There are
82

many hyperplanes available based on different choices of the constant 82 . The

hyperplanes guaranteeing the stability of the belt system are straight lines crossing the
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origin with slopes between 0 and I as shown in Figure 67. By setting g2 =-2, the

switching vector becomes G =[I - 2] and the switching hyperplane becomes x2 =0.5x) .

g2 =-00

Figure 67 Hyperplanes Guaranteeing the Stability of the Belt Drive System

5.6.2 The Equivalent Dynamics of the Belt Drive System

The equivalent dynamics can be obtained by combining the switching function with

the model of the nominal system. Note that the matrix (GB) is non-singular. The

equivalent control law (Utkin, 1977) of the belt drive system is obtained as:

(5.71 )

Substituting Equation (5.71) into the nominal system gives the equivalent dynamics of the

belt drive system as:

(5.72)

The closed-loop poles of Equation (5.72) are obtained by solving the characteristic

equation zI - [~ 0
1
5] =0 as " =0 and z, =0.5.
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5.6.3 Design of the Tracking Control Law

For the tracking control of the system in Equation (5.65), the switching function of

Equation (5.66) for the stabilization is modified as:

(5.73)

[
Xldk - X 1k ] [X1k ]where xk =X d .k - xk = _ _ _ = -:: is the state tracking elTor. The switching vector
X2dk X2k Xu

G designed for the stabilization problem is still applicable to the tracking problem at hand.

The switching hyperplane becomes a function of the state tracking error

variables X1k and Xu .

A DSMC law is designed to ensure the switching function is satisfied, so that the

system state xk reaches the desired state X dk in a finite time and slide on it thereafter. The

tracking error xk is driven to zero and kept as small as possible.

Following the procedures in (Misawa, 1997; Misawa, I 997a), a switching surface is

redefined as:

(5.74)

A boundary layer in the state tracking elTor space neighbouring the switching surface of

Equation (5.74) is defined as:

(5.75)

where qJ is the boundary layer thickness.
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The DSMC law can be derived by using discrete-time Lyapunov stability theory

with a Lyapunov function candidate defined as Vk =s; . To ensure the stability, the

Lyapunov function must satisfyVk+, < Vk , i.e. (Misawa, 1997):

(5.76)

Expression (5.76) can be rewritten as:

(5.77)

where 6.sk =Sk+1 - Sk' Expression (5.77) implies:

{

-2Sk <6.sk <0, Sk>O

o< 6.sk < - 2sk' Sk < 0
(5.78)

Further to Equations (5.65) and (5.73), 6.sk is calculated as:

6.sk = Sk+1 - Sk =GXk+1- Sk =G(Xdk+1- xk+])- Sk

=GXdk+1 -GAxk -GBuk -Gw k -Sk

(5.79)

Substituting Equation (5.79) into Expression (5.78) gives:

{

-Sk < GXdk+I-GAxk-GBuk -Gw k < Sk' Sk > 0

Sk < GXdk+1 -GAxk-GBuk -Gw k < -sp Sk < 0
(5.80)

Since (GBt' ~ [[1 - 2eJr ~ -D.5 < 0, Ex pression (5.80) can be rewritten as:

(GB t' (GX dk+1 - GAxk- Gw k + Sk) < Uk

< (GBt(GXdk+I-GAxk -Gwk -Sk)' Sk > 0

(GBt(GXdk +1-GAxk -Gw k -sJ< Uk

< (GBt(Gxdk+1 -GAxk-Gwk+Sk)' Sk < 0
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The control law Uk can be defined as the combination of a continuous part and a

switching part as:

(5.82)

where the continuous part Uk is model based and defined as:

(5.83)

The reaching condition of Expression (5.8 L) can be modified as:

(5.84)

(5.85)

The switching control law Uk has to be chosen such that asymptotic stability is guaranteed

in the presence of uncertainties, that is, Expressions (5.84) and (5.85) both have to be

satisfied to ensure the stability of the uncertain system of Equation (5.75). Using right

half of Expression (5.84) and left half of Expression (5.85), the switching control law can

be chosen as (Misawa, I 997a):

+ I, Sk > I
qJ

sat(~) = ~, I~I ~ I

(5.86)

(5.87)

where K = r + 2TE is the controller gain, qJ is the boundary layer thickness referred to

Expression (5.75) and is further defined by qJ 2: r+ TE, E is a positive constant, T is the
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sampling time and ris positive constant satisfying IGw k 1 < r. In the case of the belt drive

system, the sampling time T =0.00 I second, the constant e is selected as e = lOr ,

qJ = I' + Te and I' is tuned on-line.

With the switching control law of Equation (5.86), the boundary layer of Equation

(5.75) is attractive. The attractiveness of the boundary layer can be verified in the

following three cases:

Casel. Sk > qJ, the value of the switching function is positive and is located outside

of the boundary layer. Expression (5.84) should be satisfied.

Verification: Sincesk > qJ, Equation (5.86) can be rewritten as:

With Equation (5.88), IGw kl < rand(GBt < 0, so:

IGwkl< r=>-r<-Gwk < I'

=> (GBt' I' < -(GBt'Gw k < -(GBt' I'

=> -(GBt'Sk +(GBt1r< -(GBt\ -(GBt'Gwk (5.89)

=> -(GBt' Sk + (GB t'(r+ 2Te) < -(GBt' Sk - (GB t'Gw k

=> Uk < (GBt'(-Sk -Gwk)

From Expression (5.81), the right half of Expression (5.84) IS satisfied.

Sincesk > qJ? r+ Te, the left hand side of Expression (5.84) can be derived as:

From Equation (5.88) and Sk > qJ? r+ Te:
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Uk =-(GBtSk +(GBt(r+ 2Tc» -(GBt(r+Tc)+(GBt(r+2Tc)

=(GBt(Tc) (5.91)

==> Uk > (GBt(Tc)

Combining Expressions (5.90) and (5.91) gives:

(5.92)

From Expression (5.92), the left half of Expression (5.84) is satisfied. With Expressions

(5.89) and (5.92), the switching control law satisfy the condition (5.84).

Case2. Sk < -cp, the value of the switching fUllction is negative and is located

outside of the boundary layer. Expressioll (5.85) should be satisfied.

Verification: Sincesk < -cp, Equation (5.86) can be rewritten as:

Uk = -(GBtSk -(GBt'(r+ 2Tc)

< -(GBt(-cp)-(GBt(r+ 2Tc)

:s; -(GBt [-(r+Tc)]-(GBt (r+ 2Tc) =-(GBtTc ==>

Uk < -(GBtTc

The right hand side of Expression (5.85) can be rewritten as:

(5.93)

(GBt'(-Gw k +Sk» (GBtr+(GBt'sk

> (GBtr+(GBt(-cp)

~ (GBtr+(GBt[-(r+ Tc )]

=-(GBtTc

Combining Expressions (5.93) and (5.94) gives:

(5.94)

The right half of Expression (5.85) is satisfied. The left half of Expression (5.85) can be

rewritten as:
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(GBt'(-Gw k -Sk) < -(GBt' r- (GBt' Sk

< -(GBt'(r+ 2T£)-(GBt' S k = Uk

(5.96)

The left half of Expression (5.85) is satisfied. With Expressions (5.95) and (5.96), the

condition (5.85) is satisfied.

Case3. - q; ~ Sk ~ q;, the value of the switching function is located inside the

boundary layer.

For the convenience of discussion, it is assumed, without loss of generality,

that q; = y +T£. Since - q; ~ Sk ~ q;, the saturation function in Equation (5.86) can be

replaced by a linear function and the switching function is obtained as:

- =-(GB)-' (GB)-' (y+2T£)
Uk Sk + Sk

r+ T£
(5.97)

Substituting Equation (5.97), (5.83) and (5.82) into Equations (5.65) and (5.66) gives the

s-function inside the boundary:

(5.98)

The parameters £ and y may be chosen such that there a low pass filtering through the s-

function (Misawa, 1997a). So long as £ > 0 and r > IGw kl, the parameters £ and ycan be

regarded as the design parameters. In the absence of modeling errors, the s-function

asymptotically approaches zero inside the boundary layer. The convergence rate may be

arbitrarily chosen by the selection of the ratio £ / yand can be made arbitrarily fast at the

expense of the boundary layer thickness.
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(5.99)

The control law can be obtained by substituting Equations (5.86) and (5.83) into

(5.82) as:

Uk =(GBt(GXdk+I-GAxk)-(GBtSk +(GBt Ksa{ ~)

This control law guarantees that the state of the system converges to the desired state with

a predefined convergence rate.

5.7 Experiment Results

Based on the model of the plant to be controlled, a discrete-time PID controller and

a DSMC controller have been designed in the previous subsections. The states of the

plant are estimated through either a state observer or a Kalman filter. The system model is

obtained through system identification with only one driven pulley. Modeling

uncertainties are later introduced by adding extra load, including two pulleys and one

eccentric flywheel, on the driven shaft. The PID and the DSMC are both applied. For

comparison, the PID control is implemented on the system with and without modeling

uncertainties. The output is filtered with a first-order Butterworth filter before feeding it

back into the PID controller. The order of the filter is kept low to reduce the undesirable

phase shift. The DSMC is implemented with the system states estimated using the state

observer presented in Section 5.4 and the Kalman filter presented in Section 5.5,

respectively. Both the filter and the state observer were designed and tested off-line using

data generated from the plant. The Kalman filter was tuned off-line by adjusting the

process noise covariance matrix Q and measurement noise covariance R . The
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experimental results are evaluated by using the Root-Mean-Square of the tracking EITor

(Ri\1SE), the Root-Mean-Square of the Estimation Error (RMSEE), the Root-Mean-

Square of the control Error (RMSCE), Root-Mean-Square of the control signal (R1\1SU),

the Maximum-Absolute value of the tracking Error (MAE), and the Maximum-Absolute

value of the control signal (MAU) to demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the

DSMC algorithm.

The specifications of the tracking performance of the controllers are defined as

follows. With N denoting the number of data points taken in the experiment, r; denoting

the it" point of the reference output, Yi denoting the i'" measured output, Yi is denoting

the it" estimated or filtered output, ei denoting the it" point of the tracking etTor and

U i denoting the it" point of the control signal, the Mean-Square-Root of the tracking Error

(RMSE) is defined as:

1 N
RMSE =- L:(r; - Yi)"

N ;=1

(5.100)

The Mean-Square-Root of the Estimation EtTor (RMSEE) is defined as:

1 N
RMSEE =- L:(Yi - Yi)"

N i=1

(5.101)

The Mean-Square-Root of the Control EtTor is defined as:

1 N
RMSCE =- L:(r; - Y;)"

N i=1

(5.102)

The Mean-Square-Root of the control signal (RMSU) is defined as:
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(5.103)

The Maximum-Absolute-value of the tracking Error (MAE) is defined as:

MAE =max(abs(e )) (5.104)

The Maximum-Absolute-value of the control signal (MAU) is defined as:

MAU =max(abs(u)) (5.105)

The outputs of the DSMC with state observer of the belt drive system without model

uncertainty are· shown in Figure 68. Tracking error of the DSMC with state observer

without model uncertainty is shown in Figure 69.
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Figure 68 DSMC with State Observer of the Belt Drive System without Model

Uncertainty
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Tracking error of SMC with state observer without uncertainty
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Figure 69 Tracking Error of the DSMC with the State Observer without Model

Uncertainty

The outputs of the DSMC with state observer of the belt drive system with model

uncertainty are shown in Figure 70. Tracking error of the DSMC with state observer with

model uncertainty is shown in Figure 71.
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Figure 70 DSMC with the State Observer of the Belt drive System with Model

Uncertainty
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Tracking error of SMC with state obseNer with uncertainty
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Figure 71 Tracking Error of the DSMC with State Observer of the Belt Drive System

with Uncertainty

The outputs of the DSMC with the Kalman filter of the belt drive system without model

uncertainty are shown in Figure 72. Tracking error of the DSMC with the Kalman filter of

the belt drive system without model uncertainty is shown in Figure 73.
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Figure 72 DSMC with the Kalman Filter of the Belt Drive System without Model

Uncertainty
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Tracking error of SMC with Kalman filter without uncertainty
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Figure 73 Tracking Error of the DSMC with the Kalman Filter of the Belt Drive System

without Model Uncertainty

The outputs of the DSMC with the Kalman filter of the belt drive system with model

uncertainty are shown in Figure 74. Tracking error of the DSMC with the Kalman filter of

the belt drive system with model uncertainty is shown in Figure 75.
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Figure 74 DSMC with the Kalman Filter of the Belt Drive System with Model

Uncertainty
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Tracking error of SMC with Kalman filter with uncertainty
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Figure 75 Tracking Error of the DSMC with the Kalman Filter of the Belt Drive System

with Model Uncertainty

The variation of the Kalman gain is shown in Figure 76.
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Figure 76 Variation of the Kalman Gain

The outputs of the Pill control of the belt drive system without model uncertainty

are shown in Figure 77. Tracking error of the Pill control of the belt drive system without

model uncertainty is shown in Figure 78.
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PID Control
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Figure 77 Pill Control of the Belt Drive System without Model Uncertainty

Tracking error of PID control without uncertainty
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Figure 78 Tracking Error of the Pill Control of the Belt Drive System without Model

Uncertainty
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The outputs of the Pill control of the belt drive system model uncertainty are shown

in Figure 79. Tracking error of the Pill control of the belt drive system model uncertainty

is shown in Figure 80.
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Figure 79 Pill Control of the Belt Drive System with Model Uncertainty

Tracking error of PID control with uncertainty
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Figure 80 Tracking Error of the Pill Control of the Belt Drive System with Model

Uncertainty
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The RL\1SE, the RMSEE, the RL\1SCE, the RMSU, the MAE and the MAU are listed

in Tables 7, 8,9, 10, II and 12, respectively.

Table 7 RMSE of the Controlled Belt Drive System

Controller Uncertainty RMSE(Rac1lSec)

DSMC with Kalman Filter No 0.0303

Yes 0.0336

DSMC with State Observer No 0.0335

Yes 0.0353

Pill Control No 0.0239

Yes 0.0253

Table 8 RMSEE of the Controlled Belt Drive System

Controller Uncertainty RMSEE(Rac1lSec)

DSMC with the Kalman Filter No 0.0308

Yes 0.0342

DSMC with the State Observer No 0.0329

Yes 0.0349

Pill Control with the Butterworth No 0.0216

Filter Yes 0.0231
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Table 9 RMSCE of the Controlled Belt Drive System

Controller Uncertainty R.l\1SCE(Rad/Sec)

DSMC with the Kalman Filter No 0.0019

Yes 0.0020

DSMC with the State Observer No 0.0040

Yes 0.0040

Pill Control with the Butterworth No 0.0146

Filter Yes 0.0148

Table ]0 RMSU of the Controlled Belt Drive System

Controller Uncertainty RMSU(Volt)

DSMC with Kalman Filter No 0.0046

Yes 0.0046

DSMC with State Observer No 0.0046

Yes 0.0046

Pill Control No 0.0045

Yes 0.0046
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Table II MAE of the Controlled Belt Drive System

Controller Uncertainty MAE(Rad/Sec)

DSMC with Kalman Filter No 13.5465

Yes 13.9629

DSMC with State Observer No 17.1950

Yes 17.9337

PID Control No 11.6058

Yes 12.2469

Table 12 MAU of the Controlled Belt Drive System

Controller Uncertainty MAU(Volt)

DSMC with the Kalman No 0.4884

Filter Yes 0.4891

DSMC with the State No 0.4907

Observer Yes 0.4908

PID Control with the No 0.4747

Digital Butterworth Filter Yes 0.4808

The robustness of DSMC of the belt drive system is verified by experiments. The

experiments involved running the system without added uncertainty compared to cases

when unmodeled two extra pulleys and one eccentric flywheel were added to the system.
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Compared to the other control algorithm, the DSMC with Kalman filter produced a better

performance mainly as follows: (l) a better transient response was achieved in the DSMC

with the Kalman filter; (2) a smoother filtered signal was obtained by using the Kalman

filter; (3) phase shift was avoided by using the Kalman filter as shown in Figure 81. In the

sense of tracking error, the Pill control with digital Butterworth filter gives the best

performance. This unusual result is mainly because that the mathematical model used in

the DSMC is not accurate.
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Figure 81 Desired, Filtered and Observed Outputs
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Chapter 6 Conclusions

A mathematical model has been proposed and applied to a laboratory-scale

experimental prototype belt drive system. This model is used as a priori information to

support experimental verification in system identification.

A transfer function of the belt drive system has been obtained usmg physical

modeling even though the parameters involved are left unknown. The transfer function

has provided pieces of useful information needed for system identification such as the

order of the system. The system order information is re-obtained empirically using the

impulse response data during the initial tests of the system identification. The system

order information obtained through different methods has been consistent with each other.

Experiments on the prototype have shown that correct determination of the linear

region of the belt drive system is the most important factor ensuring the success of the

system identification process. The system identification is expected to produce a linear

time-invariant dynamic model which is dependent on the operating point. The model

obtained using system identification should not include any discontinuities or non

linearities. It has been determined experimentally that the saturation of the sensors is the

bottleneck, restricting the width of the Iinear region of the system.

Different linear regions have been identified through different sensors. The linear

region determined through the encoder (Encoder A) originally mounted inside the electric

motor covers the entire input region of the AC drive, namely between 0 to 7 volts with

the consideration of only unidirectional operation. Two main drawbacks of the encoder
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(Encoder B) on the driven pulley have been identified: (I) a low saturation point narrows

the linear region of the system; (2) it is hard to concentrically align the encoder with the

driven pulley as a result the low frequency noises can not be avoided. The linear region

identified through Encoder B is in the range of0 to Ivolt due to its saturation.

The second drawback of Encoder B, namely eccentric installation, has shown a

profound influence on the quality of the system identification and the control process.

Low frequency content has been identified in the measurement noise, its frequency has

been found positively correlated to the amplitude of the input, and is located in the

frequency range of interest for the system identification and the control process. Hence

the low frequency content can not be filtered out and impacts the identification and

control process. Due to sensor B, an acceptable transfer function could only be obtained

for input amplitudes in the range of 0 to I volt. In this narrow region, the combination of

low input amplitude and noise adversely affects signal to noise ratio, restricting the

system operation, system identification and control in the low velocity region. The output

of the system is the velocity signal calculated from the encoder measurement. When

calculating the velocity from an encoder signal at low velocity, the results become even

noisier due to numerical differentiation. The eccentricity of Encoder B has greatly

degraded the overall quality of system identification and control.

The second objective of this research project has been to explore the application and

the robustness of the sliding mode control algorithm. A DSMC tracking controller has

been designed and implemented on the belt drive system with the state variables

estimated using a state observer and the Kalman filter, respectively. In comparison, a
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discrete PID controller has also been designed and implemented. A comparison of the

controllers is presented under the following three categories: (I) the perfonnance of the

observer and the filters including the Kalman filter and the digital Butterworth filter is

compared using the error between the estimated or filtered and the measured outputs with

respect to the Mean-Square-Root of the Estimation Error (RMSEE); (2) the controllers,

namely the DSMC with the state observer, the DSMC with the Kalman filter, and the PID

with the digital Butterworth filter, are compared with respect to the Mean-Square-Root of

the Control Error (Rt\1SCE) and the tracking Error (RMSE); and the Mean-Square-Root

of the control signal, the Maximum-Absolute value of the tracking Error (MAE) and the

Maximum-Absolute value of the control signal (MAD) are also compared.

The digital Butterworth filter applied with the PID controller is easy to design and

implement and can effectively remove high frequency contents from a signal of interest.

The drawback is that it introduces a phase-shift that is highly undesirable in real-time

control applications. In this research project, the output of the system is a velocity signal

which is calculated from an encoder resulting in noise in the frequency range of interest

for control, and phase-shift due to digital filtering.

Model based filters and observers are capable of estimating the state of the system

without introducing a phase-shift. The most well-known model based filter is the Kalman

filter. It has been successfully used for estimating the states of the experimental system.

The Kalman filter has been designed based on the assumptions that both the process noise

and the measurement noise are white. These assumptions are not satisfied in this research

project and the performance of the Kalman filter has been adversely affected as expected.
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However compared to a state observer, a properly tuned Kalman filter provides a

smoother state estimate.

Overall, the smallest Mean-Square-Root of the filtering error (Rt\1SEE) was

obtained by using the digital Butterworth filter. The Kalman filter and the state observer

did not introduce any phase-shift into the system. But their RMSEEs are higher than the

digital Butterworth filter. The state observer produced the highest RMSEE.

Amongst all the controllers implemented, the discrete sliding mode control (DSMC)

with the Kalman filters provided the smallest Mean-Square-Root of the Control Enol'

(RMSCE). The best tracking performance was achieved using the DSMC with the

Kalman filter. Its steady state response was much better than that of the PID control but

slightly poorer than that of the DSMC with the Kalman filter. The PID controller

produced the worst steady-state response among all of the controllers.

The verification of the robustness of the DSMC algorithm was carried out by adding

two extra pulleys and one eccentric flywheel to the system without adjusting the

controller parameters. All of the controllers performed equally well. This is probably

because the overall load including the unmodeled uncertainty of the system is too small

compared to the power that the electric motor can supply to cause anyone of the

controller to fai I.
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